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Graduating seniors bid
adieu at Pavilion finales
-,-----------

jumped allover Northern Arizona
University, scoring the first l l points
of the contest, The Broncos led 40-,----------.....,.18 at halftime, and cruised to a 67Over 10,000 fans filled the 39win. The 28-point trouncing casPavilionlast'Ibursdaytohonorfour
ily represents Boise Slate's biggest
Boise Stateseniorswhoplayedtheir
margin of victory this season .:
last game in Boise. Brian King,
Rich Blythe, Ricky Hill and David
Seniors Nikki Gamez, Wendy
Lowery were each given a standing Sullivan, Jennifer Thornton and
ovation upon being announced in Kelly Heagy were honored Saturan emotional pre-game presenta- day night as .they played their last
tion. The celebration continued homebasketballgame.Thewomen
throughout the game, as Boise Slate beat Nevada 81-46.
by Corky Hansen
The University News

Basketball players gather for high five during pre-game
presentation that honored graduating senIors Rich Blythe
Ricky Hili. Brian Klng and David Lowery at last Thursday's
home game.

Black Studen! Union President .Ericlove Seriate drops charges
announces bid for ASBSUpresidency
against PreSident Reilly
by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News ~

Black Student UnionPrcsident
Eric Love announced his candidacy
for ASBSU president Wednesday
in the Residence Dining Hall and
again downstairs in tile Union Street
Cafe during the lunch rush. He is
the first student to announce his
presidential candidacy.
"The last time I interrupted
anyone's lunch," he toldafull Union
Street Cafe, "I informed you about
the activities of certain ASBSU
Senators," referring to his efforts to
recall Sens, Curtis Osterloh, Ron
Craig and Chris Peters last semester
because of what he called "inconsistent voting habits,"
.
"I have watched our student
governmentsince lastsemcster, and
I am disappointed. But until more
people get involved in the' political
process, ASBSU will not improve,
no one will know what is going on,
and only a select few will benefit.
Therefore, I have decided to get
involved. I would like lonow an-

[

nounce my candidacy for ASBSU
Student Body president."
Love pointed out that the
ASBSU senate acquires $300,000
annually in student fees to allocate
to various university programs and
needs. '.
"Senators get elected on 30,
40, 50 votes, We're a campus of
12,OOOstudenlSandmostofusnever
know where the money is going,"
Love'srunningmalCisASBSU
Sen. Teri Kennon. She spoke to the
crowd about the internal friction in
the senate and said it was an ob.stacle to getting anything accomplished.
"I've been called 'honey' and.
'bitch' incommiueemeetings. The
internal affairs have taken precedence over student affairs," She
stressed the importance of mutual
co-operation between the senate and
executive branches.
Later, Kennon said she .and
Love hope lo encourage "elected
ofticials to be respectful of each
other andof other people,"
"There is a level ofmaturitywe

by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News

Construction on
the SUBwas cor.rled out loto UniversIty Drive last
Friday
when
.., crews
9u9 a
trench Into the
street slowing
traffic ..

The ASBSU Senate voted last
Thursday to drop all charges against
PresidentPatReillyaflCrthejudici-'
ary issued a two-and-one-half page
opinion Slating that the complaint
brought forth by Associate Senior
Justice Steve Martinez was "moot."
"All facts surrounding Associate Senior Justice Steve Maninez
and all related charges were made
non-issues by our decision," said
Chief Justice Scott Summer.
Summer said the judiciary met
in a five-and-one-half hour special
session Tuesday to render an opinion at the requests of the executive
and senate branches.
On Feb. 20, Martinez presented
a request for indictment to the senate because.according to Martinez,
Reilly failed lo pay him because he
was not a registered student until
Feb. 9. Reilly said he would not pay
him because he was not recognized
by the university as 'a student.
"There is more lo being a fulltime student thangQing to classes.
He (Martinez) couldn't even check
out a library book," Reilly said he
was told by an ASBSU adviser that
hewould'be
in violation of the
ASBSU Constitution if he paid
Martinez for th~ time he was not
registered butcontinued to serve on
the judiciary.
According to Summer, both
Reilly and Martinez presented
"reasonable' arguments because
the~ is no stated policy (regarding
registration <ieadliiJes).We've ruled
against no one,"

Senator Pro Tern Ron Craig
said, "There arc no winners in this.
H cost (everyone involved) a lot of
grades and energy,"
Craig said the judiciary decision resolved the whole ease. "The
questions we wanted answered arc
irrclevantat this point. We're going
to get back to work," he said.
With this behind him, Reilly
said he can get back to work on
studentfssucs.' ..I've got some things
to do before I gct outof'this office,"
he said. Reilly's term ends in April.
"I feel great. The reason I feel
good is because we took the right
course of action, went to the right
areas of ASBSU to prove we were
right," Reilly said.
Martinez said he is happy that
"things seem to be settling down,"
"I have faith they (the senate
and judiciary) did the right thing.
We all have lo obey the process," he
said.
Reilly told the senalC Thursday
in a question-and-answer session
following the senalC's vote not to
hold impeachment hearings that he
now recognizes Martinez ac; it justice."Steve Martinez is a·justice.
He will be back paid. The executive
order is lifted,"
Reilly admitted he did not use
good judgment in'Martinez's case .
"I was wrong that I didn't tell Steve
Martinez what was going on, but I
was!' 't guilty. I wish I would1ve
handled 'it differently,"
Many senators and Reilly
agreed that the "communication
channels"bctween the two branches
have been strained and both sides
awec<l lo work harderlo' co-operalC
and communicate.
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What are the prospects
Fee increase ...
hearings March 13 for peace in Nicaragua?

Students·encouraged to participate

by Holly M. Anderson
The University News
Hearings on four proposed
student fee and rates increases will
be held on March 13 in theSimplot/
Micron Technology Center, Room
217. BSU students interested in
testifying in support or in opposition of any fcc or rate increase are
encouraged to sign up in advance at
the Office of the Vlcc-Presidentfor
Student Affairs.
Two proposals have been presented to increase the recreation fees,
Proposal #1 would increase recreation fees. from $2.50 to $8 per semester per full-fcc paying student
This proposal would add an additional $5.50 to student fees. Proposal #1 would also establish a
recreation fee of $1 per credit hour
for 'part-time students.
Proposal #2 would increase
recreation fees from $2.50 to $10
per semester, resulting
an increase. of $7.50 per full-time student with no fee for part-time students.
.ASBSU has requested that a$4
. fee be charged topart-Limestudents.

in

The proposalconcerninggeneral education fee hikes would affeet several areas and plan to net
nearly $576,000 in revenue by in: creasing various fees by 5 percent
For example, undergraduate fees
for summer students would raise
$3.25 per credit.
Students living in the student
apartments are facing rate increases
from4.7 percent to 10.7 percent and
students living in the on-campus
dormitoriesshouldexpectroomand
board rates to increase 4 percent to
4.9 percent if a proposal submitted
by the Office of Student Residential
Life to BSU President John Keiser
is approved.
According to the Assistant
DirectorofStudentResidentialLife
Dave Boerl, the increases in apartment rents are needed to offset the
proposed increase in the minimum
wage and other personnel costs,
sewer and water increases and to
meet fire code compliance.
"The Boise Fire Department
has been very patient with us. The
list of things they still request ItS to
do is significant and expansive," he
said:
"The reality is that our apart-
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One week ago, elections were
held in Nicaragua and syndicated
newspaper columnist George Will
heralded the results as a return to
democracy in that country.
Two weeks ago, members of
theUnited DockworkersUnionon
the U.S. West Coast refused to unload shipments of Salvador ail coffcc because the union believes the
government in EI Salvador is violating many of its citizens human
rights.
Three weeksago.George Bush
traveled to Colombia in an attempt
to solve the drug war.
A number of weeks ago, the
United States invaded Panama to
dethrone Gen. Noriega.
And today, a lot of people are
asking themselves what exactly is
'going on amongst our neighbors to,
the South. Will there eyer be peace
in the region?
.
"Hooray!" said political scienceprofessor Will Overgaard when
asked about the Sandinista defeat in
Nicaragua. "Still.wc can not announce loudly at this point in time
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by Holly M. Anderson
The University News

ments are significantly underpriced
as to what is available in the community ,"he added. Boerl said the
apartments have not been operating
profitablyandthatthishasprevented
the office from doing much needed
improvements and upgrades. He
cited the fact the apartments in the
University Heights and Manors
complcxesstill lackfull-sizcrefrigerators as particular problems.
Boerl said The Office of Student Residential Life welcomes
students to come discuss the rent
increase either with him or Dick
McKinnon, director of Student
Residential Life. Students should
make an appointment by calling
385-3986.'
BSU student and apartment
resident Phil Sheridan is asking
students to testify at the hearings.
"There are a lot of people who are
upset over the proposed increase.
What! amattempLing to do is to get
people to go to the hearing and give
testimony and to call Dr. Keiser's
office. In the end, he is the orie who
makes the final decision on the
increase.
See "Increase." page 3
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thatdemocracy has won out. .. The
situation has not really reached the
last stageasthere still does existthe
problem of the demobilization of
the armed forces created under
Daniel Ortega."
Overgaard said the UNO victory signifies that the Contras were
not solely a creation of the United
Statesassomepeoplebelieve."The
facts will show that the Contras
originated through the actions on
the part of the Nicaraguans OPposed
to Ortega," he said.
"And the aid (to the Contras)
was provided by the United States
in the light of what appeared to be
Ortega's threatening actions in
Central America . ...,.. such actions
having been glossed over by the
media," Overgaard said.
The United States must continue to right the wrongs in the
region.: according to Overgaard,
"Can you sit idly by and watch
everything deteriorate? It is not a
matter of what one would prefer to
do, but a matter of what one would
be obligated to do out of a sense of
preserving sanity, morality and a
sense of humanity."
A different prospective of the
situation is offered by history pro-

fessorErrolJones who said heviews
the U.S. involvement in Central
America as the key reason the nations can not find peace. "I think as
long as the United States continues
to intervene in that region, it will
never resolve the needs of the rnajority of people."
Jones visited Honduras and
GuatamalalastDecemberandJanuary. "I arrived seven days after the
United States sent troops into Panama," Jones said. He found the
people in the area "angry and f1abbergasted"bytheU.S.actions.
"The United 'States uses its
militarymighttodo things that other
people might do at the negotiating
table," said Jones.
Jones doesn't
believe the
Sandinista government in Nicaraguawas given a fairchance to prove
itself. "I found ita very frcc,opcn
.democratic society,"said Jones of
Nicaragua. "I found a country that
wasveryopen,veryf]uid,"
he said
of his two trips to Nicaragua.
"I wouldn't call it a repressive
government--anythingbut,"Jones
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The right choice.

Jones said the United States
government haSportrayed the UNO

However, he said, the UNO party is
as thegovernment
Party for democracy:
aparty
coalition
of 14 par.ties ranging from the far-leCtin the
communist to the old liberal independent party and that he is always
intrigued by the term democracy.
"Democracy is funny. It's definitely different things to different
people," said Jones.
Parti~~lirr~:~~sC~:~~~ysa~~

~~t~~

ation in EI Salvador. "The future of
EISalvadorisextmordinarilygrim;
The
is supporting a powerful

u.s.

~~~~~~y~~~~,~ec~;f::~~~~~
maSses,"JO!les said. .
BSU history graduate student
Joe Bisig, who traveled throughout
Central America iii the summer of
1988, said he is also troubled by
what the U.S. holds up
the. stan-

as

dard~~~~~~(:ari~ht

to dissent,

what good is it to have the democratic vote," said Bisig.'
"So, when you hear George
Bush talking abOut how demOcracy
is swccping the region, well, de-

See "Nicarogua,"page
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Continuedfrom page 2
"An increase is inevitable.: I
just want to see some advocacy
form. I attempting to put some
checks and balances onto the process of a rent increase," said Sheridan.
Hearing on the increases are
scheduled as follows on March 13:
2 p.m. - room, board and apartment
rate increases!2:30 p.m. - recreation fee increase/3 p.m, - ASBSU
part-time student fee/3:30 p.m, general education fee increase.
All- interested persons may
submit oral testimony at the above
times or written testimony before
March 13 date. Anyone wishing to
.testify in person may sign up in
advance at the Office of the Vice-

President for Student Affairs or at
the hearings. Persons presenting oral
testimony are asked to provide a
written copy of their testimony in
advance.
David Taylor, vice-president
for student affairs, gave the following tips for those interested in testifying on any fee increase: Read the
proposal review in the Student
Affairs office located in the Administration Building, room 210 Visit with the department asking
for the increase to gather more information and ask questions about
the proposal- Be prepared to testify
by having written testimony ready
for the hearing officer" Sign up in
advance.

"Government can help with the
curriculum in schools," said Hamilton. "But we need to make it more
economically feasible to start up
recycling mills."
Idaho Association of Counties
spokesman Vern Emery testified in
favor of HCR-36, saying it would
leave local governments incontroI.
"The responsibility for solid
waste is with the counties," said
Emery.
HCR-37 is a request to Gov.
Andrus and Superintendent of
Schools Jerry Evans to study the
possibility of a polystyrene container recycling and curriculum program in Idaho Schools.
SB-1474, which mandates
statewide control by the 'Idaho
Department of Heal th and Welfare,
got the support of groups as diverse
as the North Central District Health
Department and Nez Perce County
Commissioners.

Continued from page 2
mocracy in the United States and
democracy in Central America are
two very different things." Bisig
added that here in the United States
we often don't hear what happens in
the countries after the vote is taken.
'''We just accept so much of the
propaganda our government feeds
us about the region."
While traveling in Guatemala,
Bisig said he was confronted by the
realities of the freely elected government in that country. He discovered that in the village of Santiago,
Atitlan, with a population of about
4,500, 33 of the village's Indians
. had been brutally murdered during
the first six months of 1988 by the
military for refusing to participate
in government civil patrols which
hunt guerrillas. Bisig said he was
there during the year when the repressions had supposedly been relaxed.
''11Jegovernment of'Guaternala
is supposedly an elected democracy, but the military continues to
carry out the systematic murder of

.
.
large portions ofjhc Indian population. Is that democracy"," Bisig
asked.
Bisig said he was a little surprised by the results of the elections
in Nicaragua, but that he feels Nicaraguans voted to end the United
States economic embargo and
Contra war. "Nationalism is a strong
force in Nicaragua, but when the
choice at the ballot box is between
nationalism and ending the poverty
and starvation of the people, the
latter will win out nines times out of
10," he said.
, Political science professor Greg
Raymond said he doesn't believe
the UNO coalition to be very stable
and is unsure of the prospects for
peace in Nicaragua.
"The glue that held the coalition together was the common goal
of defeating the Sandinistas. Once
the Sandinistas are no longer in
power, and once the coaliuon starts
forming public policy, then what's
going to be the glue holding that
coalition together," Raymond said.
,
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Rosemary E. Hardin
Bobble Cunningham
Mike Hardaway
Peggy Guiles
Holly Anderson
Joff Faulkner •
Mark Jones
Ronnie Selway
Steve lyon
Seana Sperling
Corky Hansen
Jim Kincaid
. "
Melanie Huttmon. Seana Sperling
Kathleen Cressler
T1enekePavesic
Nathan Buffi
Usa Doy.Llso Olson
.
Kathleen Cressler. Curt Erskine.Jeff Faulkner.
Melanie Huffman. Rob Getzin. loren Pelfy •
larry Purviance. Seana Sperlir)g.
.
David Thomason. Bert Vondercor. Heidi Voet
Brion Becker. PaUl Exline. Nate Taylor
lee Arnold; Cliff Hall. Dave lentz.
Will Spearman. Phillip VonBargen.
Cory Wees. Randy Yadon
Dave Kennedy. Bert Vandercar
Matt Fritsch. larry Purviance
Steve F. Lyon. Derie Breakfield
Usa Day. Usa Olson
lee Arnold. Germo Bekendam. Melinda
[)avidson. Gretchen Warthen
Nadine Michalschek. Michelle Nakayama.
Andrea Peck
Undo Peterson
Wendy Klein '
Mitch Butter .

'Th~ Unlverslfy News is published weekly during the academic
-veor by the students of Boise State University. Opinions
expresseddo not necessarilyreflect those of the students. faculty
, or staff cif BSU. Offices are located at 1603 1/2 University Drive•
. Bosle. IdOho, 83725; telephone 208·345·8204. Advertising rates
and subscrtptl9/1llifOlmotlonare available upOn request.
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Nicaragua
"We're going to have to live
withSubtitle-D," said Smock. "TIl is
is a voluntary program, and all the
major Idaho cities have programs
underway already. But eventually,
the State of wah
ill have to subsidize recycling."
An Eastern Idaho recycling
company spokesperson testified in
support of the bill.
"There needs to be some kind
of program, and Idaho should handle
it," said Christy Hamilton, president of Hamilton Recycling. "But
the recycling industry has not been
.asleep; we are growing with great
strides. We have almost met the
EPA guidelines in some cities:"
Hamilton
referred
to
California's solid waste law, which
is 16 months ahead of schedule on
the EPA timeline, There are already
20 new recycling mills in operation
there, with several more under
construction, said Hamilton.

3 March

........ ·.--

Solid waste measures hit 'senate floor
to alleviate Idaho's rubbish problem
A trio of solid waste bills dealing with Idaho's urgent EPA deadlines was considered by the Senate
Health and Welfare committee Friday, and two of them were voted to
the Senate floor.
. Both bills were passed by the
House early last week.
Further testimony will be heard
on Senate Bill 1474 on March 5.
The flurry of bills was sparked
by the fact that Idaho is under the
gun to meet mandatory EPA solid
waste reductions. The state has just
two years to reduce waste levels by
25 percent.
The two bills passed for full
Senateconsideration-HCR-36and
HCR-37-deal with the problem in
distinctly different ways. HCR-36
authorizes the State Board of Health
and Welfare, the Idaho Water Re-'
source Board, and the State Departmentof Administration to establish
state-wide waste reduction programs, and encourage other state
agencies to use recycled products
as much as possible.
Rep. Emerson Smock, ehait of
the House Health and Welfare
Committee and originator of the
two bills, said Idaho needs to deal
with the problem before it is too
late.
"I hate to see Idaho hit the
panic button," said Smock. "But
Idaho is producing 800,000 tons of
solid waste a year. If we can reduce
it by 25 percent, that would be
enough."
Smock said the EPA waste
reduction mandate, known as
"Subtitle-D," made the passage of
HCR-36 mandatory.
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Quote of the Week
"We will have to repent in this generation not
merely for the hateful words and actions of the
bad people, but for the appalling silence of the
good people." Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Congratulations politicos
SO,FIND

Congratulations to the ASBSU senate and President Pat
Reilly for resolving their personal and political differences.
This outcome saves ASBSU from resorting to impeachment
proceedings which would have wasted everyone' s time. money
and resources.

THE KEY.'
/

Adjunct faculty worth
more than elephant food
How can a university expect adjunct faculty to teach the
...-- 'r
value of higher education when they are obviously not valutTIW 8IQl)l¥;<P'AI, ...-.P.:;"
able enough to the university to be paid a living wage? Since
the passage of the Right to Work bill, many employers have t-------------------------------..,.--forced workers to work less than full time without benefits.
Our state educational system is one of these employers.
.
Hopefully, our state legislators can remedy this admittedly difficult dilemma. Governor Andrus and President
Regardless of our theoretical
Keiser must work with our legislature to correct the problem
freedoms that are written into law,
by Bert VanDercar
of seriously underpaying highly qualified professionals.
we spend our lives being told what
The University News
" ... freedom is risky beRi?htin~ this wrong can only serve to benefit the state, the -----------.
todo-byparents,
teachers, bosses,.
urnversity, the faculty and the students.
If you loved the Vietnam War ministers, politicians and the po- cause anything can hap-

J~~t

War on drugs

Band-Aid solution for a deep wound

then you should love the war on
drugs, because both are a case of
destroying the village in order to
save it.
As people the world over are
laying down their lives to free themselves from repressive government,
Americans are calling for an end to
their constitutional protections to
.... - win the holy war on drugs. In this

war the stakes are supposedly so
r~~~:::~¥§:::~~~~S~~~~~~::::g~
high that everyone is guilty until

i

r

j

lice. We become accustomed to
regimentation,
humiliation and
subservience and forget the possibilities this country actually affords.
We become commodities on the
auction block of the marketplace
and we get used to being treated as
property and as children. We become easy prey for authoritarian
manipulation, and to cope with it

pen. The alternative is a
lifeless, controlled society
that is too frightened to
trust its citizens or itself.
People in Eastern Europe
and the USSR have learned
this lesson the hard way.
Must we learn this lesson
as well?"

we retreat into private lives of desperation, alienation and consumpproven innocent, and the powerful tion.
peace-as
long as the road blocks
are told they can do anything to anyWe take food, religion, enter- don't get in the way.
one for any reason as long as the tainment, vacationsandopinionsas
The fanaticism of the drug
result is a drug-free America.
we seek escape. We become re- crusade has reached appalling proForget the right of the individ- duced to the role of spectators in- portions. In Delaware they are
ual to be left alone. Forget search steadofparticipants,andwhilesome
debating ~e value of public whip~arrants: ~rsonal dignity and the of us watch the world go by we take pings; In the South the reintroducIdeal of limited government. These drugs-e-cigareues, alcohol, canna- tion of the .chain-gang is being disare obsolete luxuries. when there are bis, cocaine. It makes the dead feel cussed. Calls for death abound and
peopleinourmidstwhododrugs.If
alive, and that is its appeal.
sovereign nations are invaded to
a dru~ user can make u~ of the Bill
But the war on drugs only public acclaim. Our jails are brimo~ Rights, then the BIll of Rights aggravates this condition by adding ming with prisoners, ow: courts are
wl~1have to go. If drug users can to the spiral of control-escape-conoverloaded, law enforcement perenjoy a sunny day, then we'l1 ban trol-escape. It's madness.'
sonnel say they have not yet begun
sunny. days for everyone. It's just
The pee-pee cup has become to fight, and there seems to be no
the pnce we have to pay to protect our new McCarthyite loyalty oath, ..light at the end of the tunnel. .
J>C?ple from themselves and the ~dtheauthoritarianpersonalitythat
I~ keeping people ~rom usmg
pOison of drugs.
ISused to humiliation complies will- drugs really worth all thistrouble?
ingly. I guess when you're accus- Isa garrison state of humiliated,
..
tomed to being treated as a child . potty-tested prisoners the best we
then having someone check your can do? Need wc go so far to protect
"The pee-pee cup has bepotty-job seems natural..
people from themselves that we
come our.new McCarthyite
But the war on drugs has been must hurt them and our country far
a sham from the beginning anyway. more than drug use ever will?
loyalty oath, and the auThe time to look hard at legalithoritarian personality that It's a safe issue that doesn't require
intelligence, the tackling of real zation has come. The costs of illeis usedto humiliation _
social problems like poverty, or gality and law enforcement have
complies willingly. 1 guess' taking a political risk. All it takes is come to far outweigh the Costs of
when you're accustomed to jail and no shame about scapegoat-: drug use. When it comes tosacrificbeing treated as a child
mg.AIDS,.vlOlen.ce,~eensex,then:
109 all that is uriique and worthy
then having someone check you !1ame It and It will come to an about the American system or letyour potty-job seems natu- end If we can make America drug- ting people make their own choices
free..
. about drug use. then the American
ral. "
Of course scapegoating isn't system of freedom and individual
anything new to ~is country, We liberty should always come first.
_
__________
have a long .and ~shonorabl~ hisThis implies a risk, but free.
'.'
.
tory of seeking Simple answers to dom is risky because anything can
. Butas a nauon we are poisoned complex problems by laying the happen. The alternative is a lifeless,
notby ~gs. butby anauthOl:tarIan blame at someone or somethiilgcontrolled
society that is too frightmentahtythatcrav~C?ntrolmstead
else's door. Reds, blacks, Jews. ened to trust its citizens or itself.
of ~?!". coercion instead of
!mmigrants, union, Libyans, athe- People in Eastern Europe and the
sponsibility, We have lost the habit ists, booze, books, drugs-the list is USSR have learned this lesson the
of ~~~m, and with it our integrity endless. Justban them all and we'll hard way. Must we learn this lesson
as individuals.
be able to travel our streets in as well1
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Students for Life IIRoe II
and IIWade through
the abortion issue

Pro-Life

Last week's Opinion and Viewpoint pages dealt with the
abortion issue from a pro-choice standpoint. This week, supporters of the pro-life
stance comment in the form of letters to the editor as well as an opinion piece coauthored by two members of Students for Life.

li

.

pro-choice advocates had a true
by Jason Doran and
desire to find the answer' to this
Mlchel/e Belisle .
Special to TheUniversily News query,theywouldlookbeyondtheir
make-believe world and join the
ranks of pro-lifers giving mothers
In the shadowy arena 'of this real options and real care.
abortion clash. thegladiatorsoflife
.
Students For Life works closely
and of choice strike each other with with various organizations devoltheforce of their most trusted rheto- oped to educate and' support pregric. The public. spectators of this nant women.
modemaaycouseum.viewthebaul«
Birthright, an organization
not by the. light of torched Chris- providing confidential counseling,
tians, but rather by the bodies of free pregnancy testing, peer counaborted fetuses,
'seling,andfreematernityandbaby
clothes, offers a 24-hour hetline to
It seems to be a favorite habit give support to these women.
among some to Insist that pro-life
Working in conjunction with
advocates-have absolutely no inter- Birthright, Tree of Life offers preest in the woman or her child. Is this natal nutritional counseling and
true, or merely another case of housing to the pregnant women with
substanceless muckraking? If the no other place to go.

WEBA (Women Exploited by
Abortion) •provides counseling to'
women who have gone through the
trauma of an abortion. Its unique
support lies in its ability to relate to
the individual by women who have
also experienced an abortion.
The assertion that pro-life
advocates ignore the mother and
child is simply not true.
.
In a darker. colder part of this
imaginarybattlefield,confusedand
hurt women struggle for answers.
. 'Onlyo'ne;s-given to these women by
those who rally around the banner
of choice. The "tissue" of their
womb is joined with those already
lighting the sky and the battle rages
on in an eternal night.

IF~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Letter~ Policy
Letters to The University News are accepted and encouraged. We reserve the rfght to
edit for length. libelous content and grammar. Letters must by typed. double-spaced
and Include your signature and telephone number for verification. Maximum length for
letters Is250 words. Letters submitted without phone numbers and slgnature:~Mlillnot be
printed. AI/letters submitted become the property of The University News.

Pro-life reader
peeved at prochoice slant
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Editor:
I must admit to feeling slightly
overwhelmed. as I attempt to respond to almost two full pages of
pro abortion articles (University
News February 26) in 250 words or
less (University News maximum
length for editorials). Whyitisthat
Students for Life did not submit
their opinion as requested I do not
know, but I still find it difficult to
believe that the University News
. can find no one else, even amongst
their own associates, to riseto the
challenge. '.
Seeing then that the gauntlet
has been thrown to whomever
sh ould decide to pick it up, I do so,
and address my comments in refer-'
ence to articles by Mr:s Kennedy,
Teater, and Erickson. More speciiically I address it to their assertions that the pro-life position is inconsistent with our political and social foundations and a threat to
individuallibcrty.·
Wllile I sympathize with Mr.
Kennedy's dilemma on the origin
of "Natural Rights," itiswithgreat
relief to me personally that he ismy
contemporary rather than, say, that
of Jefferson, Madison, or one of our
oLlier-founding fathers. While they
suffered from the same philosophical dilemma, they found a solution
in the belief that, in order for a right
to be a right, it must have an eternal
origin in which to gain its inability.
I agree with Mr. Kennedy that stich
a belief has its origins beyond logic
and in the realm of faith, but such
faith is undeniably reasonable if it
prevents a lapse into CUltural.relativism in a stale where the taking of
a human life is just"one of those
limited individual liberties, lik~
drinking alcohol, that a free society
must tolerate."

One must ask where the true
motive of the abortion doctor lies.
The choice between a 15 :ninute
surgical visit or hours spent counseling seems to be an easy enough
decision for them.
Worldwide abortion is business. A woman who walks into an
abortion clinic will not be educated
about her choices because it is not
profitable. It takes 15 minutes to
perform an abortion and costs !>Ctween $150 and $500. In an eighthour day, one doctor can perform
32 abortions and make as much as
$16,000. A woman's choice as influenced by somcone's monetary
.gain?
.
Society has been deceived by a
smoke cloud of pro-choice semantics. TIle life of a mother, a major
rallying point for the passage of
Roe vs. Wade, is an arguable scenario. But docs current abortion
behavior reflect this line of reasoning? At least 93 percent of the time,
for the reason of convenience, the
answer is no.

It is very difficult to make a
case for abortion on demand as it is
practiced in our day merely to make
the life of the mother more pleasant
The Supreme Court's decision
on abortion cannot be understood
.apart from its consequences. Viewing this ruling only in terms of
change in law trivializes the violence that may occur in the future.
Roe vs. Wade gave respectability
and legal sanction to a deceitful
ethic that regards human life as
expendable.
Yet there are others who rally
around thewomen in an attempt to
providefirefor warmth rather than
death.

(Doran is afirst year geology major
and a member of BSU's Ilonors
Program. Belisle is a first year
anthropology major. Both students
are members of Students for Life.)

Mr. Teater, of whom the Uni- tuality to be pro life is to ensure it
I fail to understand your need look like another AI Bundy who is.
versity News evidently dropped Therecanbenolibertywithoutconto slam Christian organizations in wearing his hat too tight.
their policy regarding libelist con- . straint, acceptance of personal re- general. These groups have led a
And last but not least is Mr.
tent, after ranting for half a page sponsibility, and the admission that well-organized campaign against Tim Teater who wrote "Pro-birthagainsttheChristiancommunityushigher laws must prevail over our abortion and have made their voices -ers seek to impose their beliefs on
ing empty cliches and stereotypes, owndesirestoserveourownselfish
heard. However, you completely
America." Well I like to think
suddenly says in his final paragraph ends.
ignored this and went on to de- America was founded on strong fun"America was founded on the sovBrent Holladay nounce their stand as .....right-wing damental values and morals, kind
ereignty of ~e individual." I am
lunacy," and described them as of like Christianity. But today's
" ...the enemies of every principal of society is so screwed up, not even
unfamiliar with Mr.' Teater, Mr.
democracy and tolerance on which half the population cares. what
Teater's major, or Mr. Teater's year
our nation was founded," This de- morals are anyway. Wait a minute,
in school. In the interest of the proscription is exceedingly unfair. You this kind of reminds me of Sodom
motion of Mr. Teater's education I
.'
have
made it appear that Christians and Gomorrah.
referhim to this quote from the phiEditor:
Being a strong Christian, I
losopher John Locke who was the
Allow me to introduce myself. are attempting to force their collecdriving force behind Jefferson and My name Is Debbie Brigante, and I tive wills onto the whole of society. believe in good morals and values,
his concept of individual rights. am president of Students for Life. I They have made their position well- and they have worked for me so far.
Locke wrote that though a man am responding to the attacks made broadcast and appear to be winning So why don't all you people quit
. "have an uncontrollable Liberty, to in last week's publication against the legislative battle on abortion. I getting mad when youdon't get
dispose of his Person or Posses- the newly formed Students for Life. think it is this that upset you and your thrills off of putting down evesions, yethe has not Liberty to de- Our club, which originally formed sent you into a name-calling temper rything that is good, and try to
implement a lot. of kindness, love
stroy himself, or so much as any in early February by Lon Burke • tantrum.
My suggestions for you are as and giving into your lives. Maybe in
CreatureinhisPosSession
Formen Nadine Michalschek; and others, is
.
the process you'll find out morals
being a1Ithe Workmanship Of one based on saving unborn babies and follows:
are
rather nice to have around. .
Sovereign Master .... they are His helping the pregnant women carryBefore condemning anyone's
Natalie Warner
Property,"
views, examine the reasons at the
ing the future generations.
As for Mr. Erickson, he gets
base of their beliefs.. They mayor
Weareininter-denominational
my personal vole for the BSU stu- group that wants to help solve a so- may not be reasonable.
dent I would least desire to be cietal problem without the slaughGive your readers reason, not
stranded on a desert island wiih. ter of defenseless babies. Please do rhetoric. Both sides of the abortion.
Mr. Erickson cautions us on the not believe half-truths' against the issue have a shortage of the former
danger of emotionally centered ar- pro-life movement. I would be very lind a surplus of the letter.
by.·.·.·thEfNatlorlaIWlld~
.:
;
gumentsand then calmly introduces happy to talk to anyone who wants
RobArrate
··I.If~F~~~r~iC)rl,!~e.
us to the wisdom of cultural relativ- . to know what we are really about I
ism by the example of Eskimos am personally pro-life because withtI91l'~I~.I'~.~~t
..•
~ri"irC)nf·.
who kill their own young to ensure .out the right to be alive, all other .
·ro~I'lt'clI().r$J'clm~ation,
Ira
their own survival and prosperity!
rights are void.
No"ernl)~ .. ()f.·.·1989··
Mr. Erickson insists that
$howsth~t:
..
Debbie Brigant~
"morals do not change with laws,"
but our cultural background would
. Editor:
tell us otherwise. Ours is a syntheI am really getting tired of
sis of Greco-Roman and barbarian
..I~gas~u~~i1~~(94Ok).aiEr
reading The University News·and .
cultures that before the advance of
\Vlllil'1.~to••
hearing people whine. For instance
Christianity, condoned infanticide
pr~dlJct;;~I1~•••
l>ackllg..
in Lonnie L. Willis' leiter "Oh!
in their laws lmd unwritten tradiGod!" he moans and groans be· . ··ingt~tlt~r~e.l1v'r()m
tions. The early Christians were
causcOh! Calcutta! was barred from
known and admired fortheirrescu,Editor:
.
ell tl:lll
fe~ ·.lUlfJ
ing of children out of the Roman
I~. ~gard ~o Mr .
Teater the Morrison Center. Then he com- "Ilearlyt~re~ outof f()Ltt
dungheaps. As Christianity grew in. and hiS Pro-birthers., arucle.
plains about moraIs' and values.
(75%)~nev~!~at.·
••
numberandpowerthismoralitywas
Mr. T~ter,I must ~gree, per- Well, maybe he should get together
.c:ycling()f
lleWspap~r~r
transferred into law and these laws sonally, WIth your pomt. that a with "The Playboy Advisor" James
.glasS$ndclil1~ .~h()ulfJ
form the basis of the majority of woman ~ows her own circum- Petersen seeing as how neither of
bef~uire.ct·.bY.law· •.lrt
what we today call humanitarian stances Incomparably better than . them knows what morals are anyaUcommUnities.
.
and civilized
her state and IS therefore able to way!
':-!-:~~':'>;::';
Kennedy, Teater, and Erickson make an appropriate decision. ~n~
Then I ran across Another Deo
would cause us to believe that to be fortunately, the. rest of your arucle by Stella Rondo. 'Well, I wonder if
pro lifeis to risk liberty when in llC- was garbage.
she felt good a~utmaking
Christ

Students for
Life responds

'iJli~!jq~;~et~~r\;;
·....A~or~~yp9riducte~···
P~i

Morals" anyone?

.·•••••••.•
·•··•••••
~tH.~.C.~~t
••~i•~.cj
••••
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Rhetoric over
reason?
..!im.
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F' ~ .:. ~-- ~ _.. ~ -- Jobs include hotel front desk Weiss of Rehabilitation Medicine the 1990s.
cial places and living things. Expositions, maids, cooks, waitresses
Consultants donated $600 for the
Guest lecturers include Ben L. perts will provide insight into desandbusdrivers, Some students also purchase of adaptive recreation
Parker, a BSU communication pro- ert photography and writing.
participate in the guest entertain- equipment. Hewlett-Packard and fessor, and Robert R. Boren, BSU
Original slide programs, a
ment, another Glacier Parktradithe J.R. Simplot, Co., gave $500 communication department chair, banquet and entertainment, birding
tion.
' and $250, respectively, to AMAS's
Both men, who hold doctorate de- and personal exploration of the
. For details on jobs and salaries general fund.
grees, will take participants step- desert realm also will be part of the
call Glacier Park, Inc., at (602) 248AMAS provides comprehen- by-step through the communication
program.
siverecreation services to more than strategies necessary for meeting the
Room and board are provided
BSU student Jo Ann Moore is 2612.
600 disabled individuals each year. challenges of the 1990s.
at vel)' low cost and all participants
the winner of the Drama Critics'
A core part of the AMAS program
Boise
attorney
Candy must pre-register. For more inforCompetition at the Region VII
is
BSU's Osprey Point Recreation Wagahoff Dale, who specializes in mation and registration forms, conAmerican College Theatre FestiStation on Cascade Reservoir.
employment law, also will speak at tact the Desert Conference XII,
val, held at Western Washington
Osprey
Point hosts a variety of dis- the seminal".
University in Bellingham, Wash.
P.O. Box 732, Mountain Home,
abled groups each summer, includRegistration is $125 per per- Idaho, 83647.
Moore's winning critique has,
ing youths from Mountain Home son. A group mteof$loo per perbeen forwarded to the Kennedy PerAir FOl"CeBase, clients of the Treas- son is available for flrms that send
forming Arts Center, in Washingure Valley Communicare Shelter three or more people to the seminar.
ton, D.C., for the national competiHomes and residents of Cottage Those interested must submita regtion. The national winner will reTroy Castillo, Marietta, Minn., Shelter in Boise.
istration form by March 14. After
ceive an all-expenses-paid week at has been awarded -an American
Membel"SofAMASpal"ticipate
that date, registration fees are not
the Eugene O'Neill Critics' Insti- Sociological Association
1990 in a wide variety of outdoor and
refundable.
tute in Connecticut this summer.
summer fellowship at the Univer- social activities, ranging from scuba
For more information, contact
.Moore, a: senior English maAuthor Ellen Gallinsky will
sity of Delaware. The program, diving to whitewater rafting,
conference coordinator Holly Capps give the keynote address for "Qualjor, isa member of the BSU and called the Minority Opportunity ,
at 385-3320. ,
Sigma Tau Delta English honor SummerTminingProgram,isasixity Child Care-s-Good Beginnings
societies, She has also been se- oreight-week introduction to graduNever
End" at 8 p.m. March 9ln the
II
lected for inclusion in 1990 Who's ate sociology.
Hemingway Western Studies Centcr at BSU .. Thcconferencc is coWho in American Colleges and UniParticipants will receive credit
versities.
.
. fOr coursework, attend training
sponsored by the Treasure Valley
Association for thc Education of
seminars on sociology, develop
Young Children (TV AEYC), the
mentor/student relationships that
Child Development Associate Nacan carry over into graduate studtional Credentialing Program
ies, and receive exposure to career
(CDA) and the BSU education
opportunities available to profesThc BSU department of comdepartment.
sional sociologists. They also re- munication and the Communica'The annual Desert Conference
Gallinsky is the president of
ceive a $1,000 stipend plus travel,
room and board.
tion Students' Organization will will be hcld May 4, 5 and 6 at the the National Assocation forthcliduCastillo is a senior sociology present a one-day seminal" titled Malheur Field Station south of cation of Young Children, co-pres iCollege students from across major at BSU.
"Excel for the 1990s" beginning at Bums, Ore. This marks the twelfth dentofthe Work and Families Instithe country are' being sought for
8:30 a.m. Mareh 21 in the Regency timc conservationists from Idaho, tute in New York City, and author
summer jobs at Glacier National
Room of the Owyhee Plaza Hotel in Oregon and Nevada have met toen-: of the books The Preschool Years
Park. Located in thenorthwestcorBoise.
joy the enchantment of the desert and The Six Stages of Parenthood.
ncr of Montana, the park is looking
'fheseminarisdesignedtogivc
and participate in field trips and
Parents, employers and early
for students to fill more than 900
managers and decision makers the presentations by scientists, natul"a1 childhood professionals ai'eencoursummcr jobs in all 'segments of the
tools nceded to hclp their businesses resource cxperts, artists, and con- agcd to attend Gallinsky's presenhotel and hospitality areas,
survive in the complex world of the sCrvation leadcl"S.
tation, "Issues of the 1990s." A
The seven hotels and lodges
BSU'sinnovativcoutdoorrec199Os.
Trips are planned to potcntial reception will precedc thc address
and'thc famous red vintage tour re:ation progmm for the physically
Schedulcd topics of discussion wildcmess areas, threatcned spe- at 7 p.m. in the Hemingway Center.
coaches opemte throughout tbe 1.4 challcnged, Alternate Mobility
are:
cial areas, birding "hot spots;" and
Tickets are$7 per pCrson and
million acres of Glacier National Adventure Seckcl"S (AMAS), reCommunication,managcment,
me botanical communities.
$12 per couplc and can be purPal"k. Sincc the early 19OOs,it has .cently receiVed sevcl"a1 grants. to complexity and change: immediate
Pancls and wmkshops will
chased at the door. For morc inforbcenatmditionforcollegcstudents
support its hOl"SCbackriding pm- demandsforthc 1990s;copingwith
focus on cyanide. leach mining,
mation, call thc'TVAEYC at 376to work at the park while enjoying gram and other pmjects.
change: Communication strategies public land withdmwals by -the
2352 or Child Care Connections at
hiking, riding and fishing in one of
The US West Foundation do- for the 1990s; you be the judge: A military,livestockgrazing,andciti343-KIDS.
thc nation's last examples of pris- nated $550 for the AMAS horse- mock trial on sexual hamssment, zens' proposals for protection of
. tine wilderness.
. . back riding pmgram. Dr. Michael and legal issues in cmploymcnt for thl"eatcncd wildlands and other spe-

BSUstudent
wins drama
competition

BSUstudent
wins
sO'ciology
fellowship

Child care to
be topic' of
conference

Excel, for the
90sll~-communication
conference

Wanted: students to work
at Glacier

Desert Conference to be
held in
Oregon

AMAS

receives
gra nt
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One Draft Beer
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In future Issues
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Good lor One Free
Large Soft Drink or
,

(Not good with othar oftare)

336-9177

Il}usiness l\1anager
'. Graphic Artist
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.Senate Secretary
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.' Clerical work
.' Receptionist
.
• Minimum 15 hours per week
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March 2is lhe deadline' for

the Executive

DuectOJ,·PosiHotl.;

For more information call Lynda at
385·1440 •.
Apply at the ASBSU Office
SUB 11 Building
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Motorists

paying less
for gds
Idaho .motorists are paying on ..
avcmge ot about 7 cents per gallon
less. than the~ were prio~ to the
Chnstmas hohdays, Idaho s AAA
reported.
The motoring federation's
February Fuel Ga\lge Survcy shows
Idaho's avemge price pel" gallon is
$1.05, about 7 ccnts lower than the
statewide avemge In late Deccm, ber.
'
NationaJIy, AAA reponed
prices had increased 3 to 6 cents per
gallon following thc Christmas
holi~y, putting the national average ncar $1.20 per gallon .
Self-serve Idaho gasoline avemges 97.3 cents per gallon for
unleaded, 96.9 cents for regular and
$1.07 for premium unleaded. Fullserve prices are $1.14 for regular
and unleaded gasoline, and $1.34
for premium unleaded.
"Depending where you're at in
the state, you'Upay vel)'different
fuel prices," 'according toAAA
spokesman Dave Carlson, noting
that residents in southwest Idaho
are paying 90.6 cents pergallon fo'r'
self:serve unleaded while north
Idaho l"CSidentsare paying' about
$1.03.
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pros-pect (pros'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2~ prospects Chances for success. --v. To explore
or search about.

.BSU launches ShowBoat
'By Holly M. Anderson
, The University News:

~ ~;_ t:••
. , "' ~!I\.:

When the house lights 'go down in
.the Morrison Center Thursday night, the
spotlight will be focused on the BSU
theater and musicdepartments as they
unveil their production of Show {Jam
for Boise's musical theater fans.
It's a tale of love, gambling, racism '
.and life on the stage. Jerome Kern's
Show Boat is also a high-energy
. production filled with such favorite
songs as "01' Man River," "Make
Believe," "Can~t Help Lovin' Dat Man"
and "After the Ball is Over."
Based on a novel by Edna Ferber,
Show Baal opened at the Ziegfeld
Theatre in New York City in 1927 to
immediate critical and popular acclaim.
The story spans 20 years and tak~ the

'I,

BSUstudents can pick
up free tickets for the
musical from the
Morrison Center box
office. Show Boat runs
March a- 10.
audience from Natchez Levee on the
Mississippi River, where the show boat
"Colton Blossom" prepares for another
opening, to a nightclub in Chicago.
BSU faculty, staff and students can
pick up free tickets for the show at the
Morrison Center box office. The public
can purchase tickets at all Select-a-Seat
outlets for $8 to $12, with discounts for
seniors and children. The production
will run March 8 to 10 and starts at 8
p.m,
The Centennial.show is being
presented in honor of Gladys Langroise,
a long time friend of the university and
features many BSU students and Boise
community members. Also, a number of
theater professionals have been invited
to participate in the production.
Paul Grant, for instance, returns to
, Boise to play the role of Gaylord
Ravena\. Grant is a former BSU theater
student who lives in the Hollywood area
and now makes his living in musical
theater. Grant has appeared in over 30
musical theater productions. Most
recently, he toured with a production of
Camelot whieh .starred Robert Goulet.
"It is real important for the school
to bring back people that are working in
the business. I know they are trying to ,
do that, and Lthink it's a great thing,"
Grant said. He also has had roles in
• some feature films, such as the part of
Mr. Duffy in The Dead, director John
Huston's last movie. On stage, he has
worked with other notables such as
Juliet Prowse, Helen Reddy and Peter
Reckell, formerly Bo on Days of Our
Lives.
"It's nice to be making a living at'
what you 10ve,"Grantsaid. In addition
to preparing for his Show Baal role,
,
during his stay on campus he has done a
workshop for theater students on
auditlonlng for musical theater.
Grant is well suited to give the, talk.
On his first "Hollywood" audition, he
got the part - and the c?veted actor's,

BSUstudent Marla lewis

equity card. "I've never had to do
anything else. I've been extremely
lucky," he said.
Professional actor Ben Tone stars
in Show Boat asCapl Andy. He began
his professional acting career in New _
York City in the early 1940's, wherehe
appeared in many of the early, live
television shows and a number of offBroadway productions.·
Like Grant, Tone considers himself
fortunate to work in theater, "The lucky
people are the ones iliat get to do what
. they enjoy doing. I've been very lucky
in my life." He calls his.Show Boat
character "kind of outrageous," and
said BSU's production of the musical
"has a good cast and good direction. I

'See "Show Boat" page 10

Feminist author to speak at BSU
Novelist, journalist and feminist
lecturer Valerie Miner will give a free
reading at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Marchfi,
in theBSU Hemingway Western
Studies Center. She is the first speaker
of 1990 in the BSU English
department'sWriters
and Artists Series.
Miner will also be the featured
speaker at a luncheon beginning at
12:20 p.m. Tuesday, March 6, at the ,
YWCA. The talk, "All Good Women:
Writing Across Generations," is free.
Audience members can bring their own
brown bag lunch or buy a soup and'
bagel lunch at the YWCA.

WrilerValerie Miner wl1l give a
reading at 7:30 p.m. March 61n tHe
Hemingway Westem Studl .. center •
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Miner is the author of several
'works of fiction, inCluding "Blood
Sisters," "Trespassing and other
Stories," "Murder in the English
Department,' "AU Good Women" and
"Winter's Edge." She has published
essays, stories and articles in numerous
magazines, including TheNe» York
Times, The Village Voice, Nation altd
Saturday Night.
'.
A teacberat the University of Calif ornia, Berkeley, she has also taught at
colleges in Australia lind Canada and
has participated in creative writing
programs in Greece and Tasmania.
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Confessions
·ofafeenage
vandal
by Steve F. Lyon
The University News'
Everybody had little in-groups and
cliques and gangs they used to run around
with in junior high. Some', of course, were
nice little groups (squares) and some, of
course, were bad little groups (hoods).
TIle particular gang oflong -haired, heavy
metal speed freaks, adolescent cretins I
, ran around withwcrcbad, Very bad. Well,
we weren't really mean or violent or stuff
like that; we were just sort of anti-establishment and vandalish. I'dlike to share a
little. It will be a good thing for me to
- confess and cleanse my soul (with the
consent and approval of my highly trained,
highly paid legal expert, Raoul Felcher,
who has assured me the statute of limitations has expired).
Anyway, pecrpressurc is a thoroughly
necessary and intrinsic clement of small
group communication. In the gang, that
is, for it is the peer pressure that makes
things happen, puts the universe in motion. Usually it's the "I dare you to" prepubescent ritual of oneupsmanship. Because refusal to act when it's your tum is
toadmityouareaslug,andjustas
low and
slimey,
_
That's kind of how it works. It's that
or simple coercion. "Dude, do it or you
don't get a swig off our one beer." No
analytical processes going on here-just
plunging right into the adrenaline high.
Peer pressure is a highly combustible gas,
so volatile that the slightest "hey, I know
what we can do" sets into motion an '
unstoppable reaction oftccnage hormones
splitting like atoms.
Gangs, like dogs, can be very territorial. We had not read anything of the late
Edward Abbey, proponent of fictional
ecotagc; we never read much beyond Hot
'Rod Magazine, but somehow, someway
we connected with Abbey's writing and
enthusiastically proceeded on our own
anti-development spree of construction
carnage. Ours, specifically, was of an
anti-K-Mart bent when we heard one was
going to be built in the last vacant field
ncar our gang's.neighborhood. We liked
the field the way it was. It gave the fellas
breathing room. The first sign of impending development was the survey stakes.
Then came the earth leveling equipment,
and we howled.
Now; I had never driven a steam
roller before, but the Rayeo Romper is a
fairly simplistic piece or machinery. It has
an eleetric start-c-just tum the key on and
-hold the start nob down. Once it kicks
over, you merely pull a throttle level out
and-"hey, get the helloutof the way." It .
moves forward slowly with a shuddering
vibration. Well you don't think a -liule
steam roUerwould have any problem with
some survey stakes, do you? It didn't.
And it didn't have much of a problem with
the recently constructed plywood construction shed.
When we saw the black and white
come up the other side of'the field, we
were gone. Without bothering to tum the
romper off, we ran and ran into the dark
(avoiding street lights) to a prearranged
meeting place, where we would discuss
ourescapade.heaving, gasping for breath,
but, of course, smiling.
'.
Ah,heU, I have run out of space
already, with thousands and thousands of
cute little stories like that. But do look for
my book, "Confessions of a Teenage Vandal." I'm still shopping for publishers. I
hope Iget a million doUar advance on it;
it's my first book, '
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Esther Williams and -'riends star
In the Duchess of Idaho to be
shown March 11 In the Special
Events Center at 7 p.m, Atthis
SPB Idaho Films. Night double
feature, The Wild North will also .
be shown. Admission Is free.

48th Anniversary Pany for the Student
Union, 11 :30 to 1 p.m., dessert will be served in
the Student Union Cafe and prizes will be given
away to lucky guests-from 12:30 to 12:40 p.m.
and you must be present to win; Prizes include
ski lessons at Bogus Basin, dinners from
Busters, coupons for free videos from Video
Excitement, pizzas from Pizza Hut and meal
tickets from McDonalds.
~_
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Museum
After
Hours
at the Boise
Art
Mus~um.
featuring' the Gentlemen of Jazz,
5:30p.m .. to 7:30 p.m., Admission is $2 or free
for BAM members.

Last day to file application wi
final masters written exam.

Idaho

Years

1890/1990

annual Idaho Conference for
Social Sciences
and Public
Student Union B/g Four and
See brief on page 6 tor more I
Richard Stallings is tentative
speak on March 9, Bethine Chur
no- host luncheon on March
activities are scheduled throu,
The conference
is open to
- individuals. BSU students may f
credit workshop, but must atte
For more information, call 385-3

Key Band Corporate
Art !
reception,
7 p.m, to 9 p.m., B~
located in the Liberal Arts Buill
through March 23 and is open'
p.m. Monday through Friday ane
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

SPB film, The Last Temptation of Christ,8
p.rn., Special Events Center. Admission is free

t

to BSU students, $1 BSU faculty, staff, alumni
and high school students, and $2.50 general.
According to University News film reviewer Cliff
Hall, "Martin Scorsese's passion-filled labor of
love, The Last Temptation of Christ, which took
over 10 years to make, is one of the best films
made In the United States since Raging Bull.
Willem Dafoe's Jesus is a brilliant realization of
God In man and Barbara Hershey's
Mary
Magdalen~ is beautiful and tragic."
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All
Good
Women:
Writing
Across
. Generations with author Valerie Miner,12:20
. p.m., YWCA, 920 W. Washington St., free.
BSU Writers and Artists Series, reading by
mystery writer and feminist lecturer Valerie Miner
7:30 p.m., Hemingway Western Studies Center:
tree.

SPB film, Fast Times at Ridj
p.m., SPEC. Admission Is free tl
$1BSU faculty, staff, alumni.
students, and $~.50 general.
. Ridgemont
High examines
Ridgemont High as they strum
year of high school. .. love, ~
cruising, cursing,' rockin' and n
importantly, their experiences w
sex:

Showboat, 8 p.m., Morrison-Center. A musical
presented by the BSU theatre arts and music
departr,nents. Tickets are $12, $10, and $8, with
a $2 discount for children and seniors, from all
. Select-a-Seat
outlets.
Free tickets for BSU
faculty and staff are available at Morrison Center
box office; tree tickets for BSU students'
available after March 1 at Morrison Center box
office.
Big. Sky basketball
tournament,
6:30 p.m.
Thursday and Friday, 8 p.m, saturday, Pavilion.
AII·tournament package tickets: $37.50 adults,
$19.50 BSU students and high school. students'
and younger available at the BSU Varsity Center.
IndiVidual session tickets on sale at 10 a.m.
March 7 tor $12.50 adults, $6.50 students from '
Select-a-Seat outlets.

Humor
God,
Cyclone
JOI1
Mumblypeg),Voodoo
~9 '1
Shovel In concert at the Zoo I
, Front St., show starts at 9 p.m
alcohol served to those over 2'
Admission
is $4 at the door
benefit
the BSU chapter I
conservanon League.

-

.

.
o'

® '- L.J'~ AN

PO/lIIeal SCience Association
Meeting Wed. March 7 at 7 p.m. in the
Student UnionCafe.
o

UnlversilyChristiaR fellowship
Meeting every Wednesday at 7:3~ p.m. S
place in the Student Union.
Chi Alpha

.

•

.Pastor Tairy Andrews, Advisor of Chi A1pt
wiN be speaking March 8 at 7:30 p.m. in It
Yo-Tech Bldg. room 119.

sunday

M .-~~ .......
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Fifth Annual Common 'Ground
Concert
featuring a variety of Christian music, 7 p.m., St.
Michael's Episcopal Cathedral located at 8th and
State Streets. Suggested donation Is $5 and
proceeds benefit the Soup Kitchen.
SPB Idaho Films Night, Duchess of Idaho
and The Wild North, 7 p.m., SPEC, free. Esther
Williams and Van Johnson star in the Duchess of
Idaho, a 1950 film featuring Sun Valley asa
backdrop. The Wild North features Cyd Charisse
as an Indian girl. in this adventure. film filmed in
Sun Valley and Kooskia.
Spring . Choral
Concert,
teaturlnq the
Meistersingers,
University Singers and the
University Brass QUintet, 7:30 p.rn., Hemingway
Center. Tickets are available at the door for $4
general admission, $2 seniors and free for all
students ..

~~'~I-I

department for

second
for students in the
Jlic Affairs begins,
md Lookout rooms.
re information. Rep ..
lively scheduled to
:hurch will speak at a
rch 10, and other
ouqhout both days.
to all interested
ay sign up for a oneattend all sessions.
5-3406.
19012090,

rt Show opening
. BSU Gallery of Art
3uilding'. Show runs
en from 9 a.m. to 5 '
and from noon to 5

r:fidgemont High, 8
la to BSU students,
nl and high school '
'al, Fast Times at
res the' teens at
uggle through 'one
~, pizza,. Pac-Man,
d rollin',' and most
s with the 'opposite
Jones (formerly
} 'and Hardluck·
JO located at 1246
o.rn., all ages with
r 21 with legal 10.
lor and proceeds
r of the Idaho
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Historical Tuesdays in March begin at the Idaho
Historical Museum March 6 at 7:30 p.m., with a
lecture by Jacqueline Peterson on Callof the Rockies:
the Jesuits. and the Indians. 'Peterson is professor of
history at Washington State University and project
director of a major traveling exhibit, Sacred
Encounters: Jesuit Missionaries and the Indians of the
Rocky Mountain West.
Tuesdayevening lectures are scheduled weekly at

ly

I with

Idaho Historical Museum kicks
off lecture series on March 6

SPB film, Fast Times at Ridgemont High, 8
p.m., SPEC. Admission is free to BSU students,
$1 BSU faculty, statt,alumni and high school
students, and $2.50 general.
New
England
Ragtime
Ensemble,
presented by the Boise Philharmonic, 8:15 p.m.,
Morrison Center. Call the Philharmonic office at
344-7849 for ticket information.

the Idaho Historical Museum, 610 N. Julia Davis
Dr., as follows: March 13 -Women in the West by
Sandy Schackel; March 20 - Silver City: Preserving a
Legacy by Julie Hyslop; March 27 -Tdaho's Musical
Heritage by Mary Bratt,
The lecture series is sponsored by the Friends of
the Historical Museum. Admission is $4' per lecture
or $12 for the entire series. Friends of the Historical
Museum pay $3 per lecture or $10 for the series.
Tickets may be purchased in advance at the museum
or at the door. Refreshments will be served.

Key Bank Corporate Art Show
opens in BSU Gallery March' 9

Hearings
concerning
proposed
fee
Increases
in campus apartment
rates,
recreation fees, general education arid an
ASBSU
fee
for
part-time
students,
SimplotlMicron Technology Center. Students
wishing to testify need to sign up in advance at
the Office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs, or at the hearings. Oral testimony given
should be accompanied by a written copy for the
hearing officer. Written testimony must be
received before March 13. Call 385-1418 for
more information.
Mark Twain Tonight! with Hal Holbrook, 8
p.m., Morrison Center. Tlckets are $16.50 and
$18.50 from all Select-a-Seat outlets.
Reggae band CUlture In concert at The
Zoo, show starts at 9 p.m., all ages ,With alcohol
being served to those over 21 with legal 10.
Tickets are $8 in advance from all Record
Exchanges and for $10 at the door.

~suChapterof the IdahoConservation
League
.
Meeting regarding recycling and Earth Day.
Tuesday,March 6 at 11 a.m. in the fled rcomof the Special Events Center.

Amnesty International
Meetings are second and fourth Tuesday of
everymonth at 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Cafe ..

CKI (Circle K IntemaiionaJ)
Meeting Tuesdays at 6 p.m. in the Red
Room of the Special Events ~er.

Young Republicans
Anyone interested in renewing this clubcall
Chris at 344-3452.

campus Crusade for Christ,
Meetings are Friday nights at 7 p.m. in room
102 of the Business Building.

h 1hIIdille, tmI npia of 111M1Cl1Ql/ld 1llIIIIl~ lor lhIl4lCOmll'G week hII.

IIpICI.

YWCA
Meeting March 6 at 12noonin the Green
Room of the Special Events Center.
Come., TIlt UlMlIIty N61l'I CIIlIce btIwwI 121lOO1H pni Mon..frl

Idaho's vast and scenic panoramas have fascinated
artists for decades. Key Bank has compiled some of
their work in its corporate art collection, which will
be displayed March 9-23 at the BSU Gallery of Art.
Key Bank's collection features more than 20
pieces of representational landscapes by Gem State
artists. The exhibit is the first public showing of the
corporate collection, said gallery director Valerie
Galindo. Artists whose work is featured include
Robert Addison, Gloria Miller Allen, Alfred Dunn,
Galindo, John Killmastcr and John Takchara.
The opening reception will be held from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. March 9 at the gallery in the Liberal Arts
Building.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m, MondayFriday and noon to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday,

BSU vocal groups celebrate
spring with concert March 11''
Take a break from spring cleaning by attending
BSU's spring choral concert at7:30 p.m. March 11 in
the Hemingway Western Studies_Center.
,
The University Singers, under the direction of
Gerald Schroeder, will feature movements 'from the
"Ordinary of the Mass" written by several composers. .
These movements include "Kyrie" by Ludovico
Viadana, "Gloria in Excelsis" from the "Twelfth
Mass" by Wolfgang Mozart and "Sanctus" and
"Benedictus" by Luigi Cherubini. .
The University Brass Quintet, under the direction
of Melvin.Shelton, will follow with an anonymous
work called "Die Bankelsangerlieder," "2nd Military
Suite in F" by Gustav Holst and the third movement
ot "Quintet in B minor" by Victor Ewald.
Pieces performed by thCMeistersingers
will
include "Panis Angelicus"by Palestrina, "Blessed Be
the Name of the Lord" by Dale Grotenhuis and "I
Hear America Singing" by Lloyd Pfautseh. Gerald
Schroeder directs the vocal group.
.
The ensembles will cOmbine to perform. "Plenty
Good Room" by Kirby Shaw.
'f.ickelC;arc available at the door for $4 general
admission, $2 senior citizens and free' to. ALL
students.
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Danle .cnors
~;f{;lo1Sti~tl5iifijve'1'Ee~fifWt;J'
finds pretty fish in new age swamp

:'I..mif~i~,~~~1~~~~;""

my door and said, "Hey, Holmes
listen to the second side, it gets
} 6Cfoorilitli$oftecturesarlitdiSCUSsiOnsWtuno
iC~'riiri8in\>i' .
much better."
.iYikesl" -I said and ran over
j.;;t#ltii'e~PI~~¢t9j~iii~~ien&n~;(pen:entS#>~Q~th
.. '
to K.D. Strange's apartment.
;;yo,ut~NI~;'ThiSisasreal9Pl1?rtUnityf()r~duI~l()partid~te
So I listened to the second
>;';.~ifl&1;hCl1ti0Jl'
.•$OO.~e.f)~overy •.~ter·~~
.••
lilllfthe ..•••.•
'.....................
~~~~;.~
~~;;g~:I~~~~.
I
side and wow was it swell.
iAlrtli~I.e<:~ ~ilI be' held ~tTheDiScov~ C;enterlOCated .: rhyme it made the sewage. and I
Lanois' "Ice" was the coolest and
III 91 M)'rtle; With the exception of Tom CamPbell's lectllte.
don't understand those people on
slowest song I ever heard," It's
J\ihi¢~\viUl1eheldatthe
T.(;.BirdPlanetariult\at
CapitSllijgh ..... thirtysomething. So when my
kinda' New Age sewage but its
SChOO!;J1lelect~serlesisf~tOthePUblic.\<
New Age neighbor invited me
got a real swamp monster feel to
iTu~di)",March6,
1p.rn;
.. ' . ..i
..
over to experience Daniel Lanois'
it; too. He talks about God and
•...•.....•
·.·.DiseoverLDEF·s
missionintheuseofmaterialsinspace.
Acadie, I said "no way."
stuff, but he doesn't sound like
....LDEEis tJ!eLorig DurationExposure Facility that was incirbit
But she said "way."
Rev. Bono. And he doesn't sound
for6 Ycarswith 54 experiments on board, inclUding a special
And I said "no way." •.
like Shirley Maclaine neither.
'experimentforchildfen
involving tomato seeds. Teacherand
Anyway, I did and grabbed a
Then he does a song about
astronaut Dave Marquart is theguest speaker,
tofu milkshake and spread out on
some people on the Caladonia
Tbursdny,Mnrch8,
7 p.m..
. '..
..,
the bean bag. Ilooked at the liner
river. Then came a song called
Explore the planets. stars and solar systems' through slides
notes and thought, wait a sec. this
"Amazing Grace."
and discussion with a member-of the Boise Astronomical .
is the guy who produced U2 and
"Hey wait," I stud, "He didn't
Society. loci Stagg of the Boise Astronomical Society is thePeter Gabriel and those guys arc
write this! God wrote this song.
guest speaker. .
,
pretty good. I guess.
This guy's a total fake!" Then ..
Tuesday, Marcb 13,7 p.m,
.
U2 must have owed Lanois
she said. "It's a cover tune, and
Follow the Voyager's path as it traveled through space and '
some money because they play
this is like Aaron Neville helping
learn about the discoveries it made on the planets Jupiter, Saturn,
some of the instruments on the
him out.
'
Uranus and Neptune at this lecture at T.C. Bird Planetarium at '
album. But don't worry, they
"No one covers a song by
Capital HighSchool, Seating is limited. Call the Discovery
don't ruin it. As for Eanois, he
God. See ya'{atcr."
.
Center 343~9895 to make reservations. Tom Campbell of the
seems to have rediscovered
By and by I guess the album
planetarium is the guest speaker.
subtly. In fact. he slays you with
is real good. Lanois sings in
Thursday, March IS, 7
the stuff. But I had to get home
French sometimes and. although I
ExpandyourknowlCdge
of science by joining Boise School
and fry up some red meat.
don't undcrsL.'lnd it. it feels like
Districtteachers indemonstmtions of experiments that you can
"Wait." she said. as I checked my
you're really there in the swanlp
have fun doing with children. Guestspeakersare
Brian Plew,
watch, "he plays Cajun music.
with this guy. His bout is fillcd
Bob RUdkin. Steve Schroeder and John Schultz.
too. And it's real spiritual like."
with the prctty fish he's managed
Anyone visiting The Discovcry Center of Idaho will have.
Oh boy. I lItought. I can' t
Musician Danlol Lanols, 38, Is
to catch over lite years of\vorking
the opportunity to see a simulated space station' through. March
take much more of tllis New Age ' prolific on latost release.
with Brian Eno and Pcter Gabriel.
18. Regular admission to the Discovery Center is $2 for stuvalley girl stuff. Then just as I
Lanois stuff. At first Iwas
Anyway. you don't have to
dents, $3 for adults. $2 for senior citizens and free forchildren.
heard the opening to a traditional
steamed. How could I gct her
be New Age or Cajun or even be
The Discovery Center is open Wednesday and Friday from 9
sounding Cajun tune. "Shirley
evicted. I wondered? But just as I cool to like it. but if you arc. you
'a.m. to 4 p.m., Thursday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m .• and Saturday
Louise." I saw my big feet
burped up the last of that psycheprobably will.
and Sunday from noon to 4 p.m.
moving beneath me. I couldn't
,.J control it. Man. was Iscured.
She delic tofu stuff, some freaky
dcmon ghost thing seeped under
by Jeff Faulkner
~
The University News~·
.I don't typically dicker

was flipping her hippie Voodoo
curse or something. Or maybe it
was this Lanois guy with his long
liberal hair. I got out a' there.
I went home. tuned in
Letterman. cracked a Shasta and
slapped some cow on the grill.
"Cheez Whiz. homie," I thought.
"Now this is livin .?'
Then what did I hear pounding on the other side of my wall
(lite one with Debra Harry's
picture on it) but more of this

p.m. '

I.------------...:..;..

Channell2'

Show Boat
Contirllled!rom page 7

the first things he asks students is
if lItey like to rehearse. "If thcy
say only sometimcs. I say get out
of the business." Tone said he
believes success in Ule thCJ.lter
comes from enjoying lite "creativity of lite rehearsnl."

think lite play is going to go vcry
well."
.
Tone also has been sharing his
professional words of wisdom
Witll BSU students. He said one of

,
rII ----------~.·.·--.---------~--,
).:'
So me

According to lite musical's
director and theater arts depnrtment chainnan Steve Buss;
preparing for Show Boat has
'meant a lot of rehearsals and
many challcnges as' the play is
"difficult and expensive to stage."
But he suid he believes all lite
hard work and stress involved
II' with Show Boat will payoff.
"It's a serious look at life. but
I tllere·s.,enough romance, that.by

people
lust
can't
I
J
llt fo' r I.
wa
, b
O U r I9
free
wash week!

I
1-

III ,the end of it, you should feel

1

I

I
I
I
I

I

.

uplifted:' said Buss of Show Boat.
Co-producer of Show Boat.
music dcpa~ent
chair Wilber' .
ElIioltagreed with Buss. "The
musical is a worthwhile effort for
lite dep.'utments. students who
participate and lite community to
see what the university can
produce ... We are'very proud of
lite students we produce here."
For thestudents starring in the
production. preparing for Show
Boat has been quite an eltperience. Maria Lewis. a scnior music
major who stars in the pivotal role

Bring in all you can
and
WASH IT FOR FREE!!!

to show

of Julie Lavcrne. said readying for
her performance in the production
is "time consuming and emotionally draining. It is never all thcre
until you get on stage."
But Lewis said ovcrallthe
preparations for the BSU production have been going very wcll.
"Evcrybodyhas really worked as
a team to make it run professionally."
Theater major Stacey Beap. a
sophomore and relative newcomer
to the sttlge. is excited about
starring in Show Boat. Cast as the
ingenue, she said it has been hard
to focus or concentrate on much
else besides Show Boat during
the last few weeks. "You go to
sleep with it."
Also starring in Show Boat arc
Willis Patterson, a University of
Michigan professor and professional opemsinger, BSU student
Valerie Peterson and Mikel
McDonald. Lynn Berg is the
music director; Marla Hansen is
the choreogmpher.

Mandela
Fox Broadcasting
Company, seen locally on
KTRV,ChanneI12. will
prescnt the compelling saga
of Nelson Mandela, South
Africa'simprisoned
antiup.'lrtheid leader. in Ule
broadcast dcbu~of Mande/a
on Wednesday,March
7
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
, Mmu/ela starsI>allllY
Glovclj(LethalWeapon und .
The C{)lorPurple) as'the
.
coumgeous!'relson MlID,~ ,
dela. and EmrilY,Award
WiMer AlfreWoodard (St.····_
Elsewhere
Cross Creek),
as his wifoWinnie MandcJa.·
The tw6~hour tcJcfilm
delvesiotoMandela's.
'
per~nal andpubHc battlc
against thcinjustice of .
aparthCidarid his27 year;
internment which ended
witlithe 7().Year-old black·
leader's recent relcase;

and

THERE ARE MONSTERS AMONG US ...

.'

Monday thrLi Friday
March 12 thru 16
(maytag washers only)
(drying customers only)
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~rom Clive Barker,
the modern master'
.of the macabre. An
Epic Comics' adapta- '
tion' of this winter's .
major motion pic- .
ture, available at:

;
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New Mythology
comic books & science fiction
, 1725 Brondwny • 344.6744
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Actresses elevate movies to greatness

f

by Cliff Hall
. The University News , '

The Academy Award
abominations were announced a
couple weeks ago, much to the
shock and dismay of movie lovers
everywhere, but an entire column
will be devoted to Ihalfiasco the
week of the Osears. Hopefully,
you can wait that long.
'
Paul Mazurzsky, the
director of such diverse fare as
Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice,
Moscow on the Hudson, and
Down and OUI in Beverly Hills,
has given us very little warning
for what to expect from his latest,
Enemies: A Love Story. This
film, which he adapted from a
story by Isaac Brcshivas Singer, is
much closer tone-wise to his An
Unmarried Woman than his
Moon Over Parador in that the relationships arc based in a rca.Iistic

environment.
The acting overall is superior;
Ron Silver has the role of his
career playing a Jewish polygamist and both Angelica Huston
and Lena Olin, as two of his three
wives, have both been deservingly
nominated for thc Best Supporting
AClrcSSOscar. Olin is stunning; this is one of those performances
that will not Only leave you
gasping, but will guarantee her a
place in the acting Parthenon.
There's one drawback to this
strangely piquant film: The dialogue is impenetmble-thc
actors
mumble through thick accents and
what might possibly be a terrible
recording, The dialogue is witty
Angelica Huston In Enomhn: A Lo~o story
when you can understand it, but
there arc several key moments
what tragic story will keep you
ing in the muck of sentimentality
where the lines arc completely in- guessing all the way through.
like Steel Magnolias docs.
comprehensible. It's hard to tell if i
Another eye-opener, Men
Men Don't Leave has all the
this is the fault of the actors, the
. Don': Leave, is an enormous surearmarks of a truesleeper, the
SOund engineer, Or the theater, but prise. Jessica Lange gives a fine
kind of movie recommended to
it is irritating.,
'
pcrformance-c-bctter even, I
friends over and over again. So
If you can manage through
think, than her nominated
many of the scenes ring true that
the troublesome vocal track,
Musicbox tour de forcc--es a
after awhile you forget you're acEnemies: A Love Story is highly
newly widowed homemaker out
recommended for its eye-opening
to start life anew.lIill Street
look at one aspect of American Blues's Arliss Howard is captivatculture and the universal, someing as her new love, but Joan
Cusack, given the difficult job of
reading some pretty funky lines,
steals the show as the nurse who
lives next door.
TIle acting is top notch, but
the best aspect of the film by far is
Paul Brickman, the director. His
last effort was 198~'s Risky
Business with Tom Cruise and
before that he had worked with
,Woody Allen, but after watching
Men Don't Leave it's hard to
fathom why he isn't making more
movies. His style is clear, clean,
Jesslqa Lange
and emotionally right on target
This gem hits home in so
tually watching a movie and start
many places; it's comparable to
to sincerely care about the
Terms of Endearment, another
characters and their predicaments.
film that touches on the human
, Upon leaving the theatre I found
condition without insulting our
myself remembering the movie
intelligence and without wallowfondlvriaht away. It's a winner.

See it.
My Left Foot is another
winner not to be missed. Daniel
Day Lewis, who SOme may
remember from A Room Witll A
View and The Unbearable
Ligluness of Being, brings a 'most
ferocious, blazing quality to his
portrayal of Christy Brown, the
handicapped Irishman who, with
muscle control only over his left
foot, overcame his disability to
become a noted artist and writer.
And if/lis performance
doesn'tget you. those of his rnutrr
and dad, his therapist, and his
nurse will win you over. In fact;
the entire ensemble is noteworthy.
The young lad who plays Christy
as a child is overwhelmingly
poignant. Lying under UlC stairs,
his eyes and lower lip bulging
with frustration, he practically
wills himself through the celluloid. It's the kind of power you'd
expect of a much bigger film.
But My Left Foot, an undeniably.important film, is so very
fine precisely because of its small
size. Never docs it forcc us into
believing that Mr. Brown is some
,kind of saint-s-or worse yet, a s:.wior-the way "epic" pictures
sometimes do. The director and
screenwriter have touched upon
the humble beginnings, UIC
hardships, the agony, and, yes,
even the hilarity of Christy
Brown's life and all is accomplished without the heavyhandedness that often saturates
such films.'
HiS or importance
to note
the similarities between some of
the films that arc playing in Boise.
Two films have young men
confined to wheelchairs-both
up
, for Best Picture and Best Actor,
three deal with the Black experience in America and civil rightstwo of them up for major awards,
and two others arc spy thrillers.
Coincidence or a case of Hollywood mimicry? You be the judge.

Career Opportunities
In The Northwest
. Wang Laboratories, Inc., a major vendor in the
computer industry! with over $3 billion in sales
annually, is looking for motivated individuals to
join its Associate Marketing Represex,'tative Sales
Training Program.
.
Since you-will probablywant to stay in the North.west, these training opportunities are located in
Seattle, Portland and Boise.
'
This is a 12-month training p~o8ram ,that includes '
both formai classroom training on product knowledge and selling techniques as well as actUiilonthe-job training through the guidance of a mentor.

a

This provides smooth transition from college to
the working world as evidenced by the program's
90% success rate after the training is completed.
The compensation package includes one of the best
'benefits packages in the industry, and a $26,000
first-year salary.
If you are a recent graduate or are planning to,
graduate this spring, please visit your Placement
Center within the next week to inquire about getting on our interviewing schedule. WANG will be
. on campus Wednesday, March 21, 1990. We are an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

',WANG'·
People makeitWQrk.

.'
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The
Broken
Shell
by Danny Stewart

l~'

Dr. Warren's
Therapy Group

•

photo by Brian Becker

The sun slipped slowly
like soft kisses,
'
behind the line that bound
ocean and sky together
as it did you and I.
The cheeks of the clouds .
flushed orange and pink;
while further down another stood
in the stoic light. clutching
,
in a hand cold from ocean's spray
a tiny shell.
It was broken;
and the break was mostly clean pain
Interrupting the blue stripes of the sheil
that soucht out the horizon's line
as their father.
I sowhlrnklss It; put salt and sheil to lips
then put ltln his pocket,
" '
It was to become
a simple replacement
for whet he had lost
In the rose colored clouds.
rHAr ~ f<'1t9Ht; tot/. .. -rlrl/ll
6f/rrS ~~~ A1"-me "V"6"4i49
CAs/NNO'" gCf'r~~ NtmFY
.,.",e rAM/tV I/NO 7HlrSOYG
()oWtl1l1w/'l !

byPatDuncan

Thursday, February 19
Dear Cynthia.
Just a brief note to let you
know that I took your advice and
attended Dr. Warren's group
therapy session last evening. I
thoroughly enjoyed myself and
anticipate great personal growth
in the near future. Thank you so
much for the suggestion, nnd you
, were so right - he is certainly a
mostrcmurkablc man, And what
a manl '(I didn't sec a ring _ is
he married'!)"
'. Ours is a smallish group .-,'
_ only three other women
besides myself. And, I declare!
you simply wouldn't believe those
other ladies! Such pathetic little
creatures, so full of insecuritiesl
It was really just too sad. You
should sec the way they just sit
there and actually ogle Dr.
Warren, as if his empathy with the
female sex was anything except
clinical, Of course, he pretended
not to notice their romantic
delusions (he's so very professional, as you know), but occasionally, I noticed he'd cast a
quick glance in my direction, as if
to say, "I needed you Helene, help
me out herel"
, Well, anyway, I left the
session feeling so light and free - I
haven't felt this totally alive since,
well, you rcmemberTony. It's
hard tq believe that I once actually

thought Tony was the ultimate
' romantic male figure, but I know
now that it was just the ski
goggles that gave him such an air
of mystique. And of course. the
erotic way in which he bent his
knees when he came down off a
steep hill, swish-swishing through
the snow, the powerful force of
his poles, thrusting in such rapid
syncopation with the harmonious
movement of his skis. Well;
anyway, that was all in the past.
Thanks to Dane - oops! (faux
- pas!) -Dr, Warren, I mean -I am
now completely detached from
romantic idealizations. He has
taught me to look through the
exterior masks that people wear;
he has taught me to look for the
real person thatlives just beneath
the surface. In this new light,
Tony seems such a boy now! I
realize that I am no longer '
dependant on younger men, and
am truly on my way to self-actualizationl
By the way, are we still on
for lunch at the club this S.unday7
I thought I'd get in a little tennis
beforehand -:- Randy thinks my
swing is still off just a mite. (You
really should take my advice and
switch Instructors - Randy is
always so ready to help, and suck
a sweet young man, tool)
More later,
Sincerely,
Helene
Dr '.Warren's Therapy Groupwill appear in Galeria over afour-wcek
period as an epistolary serialization ..

''''\
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Sociology professor Blain testifies at drug forum
by Lany Purviance
The University News
BSU Sociology Professor
Michael B lain touched off a minor
fircstorm of controversy at a drug
forum last week when he advocated
the legalization of many currentlyillicit drugs, calling efforts to stop
drug use "ultimately, a totalitari'iin
movement," and marijuana a relatively innocent "vegetable substance."
Blain spoke-at a School of
Social Science and Public Affairs..
sponsored drug forum last week.
His remarks followed those of a
drug enforcement official and a
school prevention officer, both of
whom advocated stronger cducation and enforcement efforts.
Blaincallcdthe forum a symptom of "the alleged drug crisis,"
"I don't believe in the crisis,
_ and there is no empirical evidence
for it," charged Blain. "It's a fraud

perpetrated by people who have
vested interests in creating a hysteria."
Blain showed graphs.thathe
said pointed toward a nationwide
decline in illicit drug use. "Other
than crack, the one exception, there'
is no problem, other than illegality,' saidBlain. "Republicans use it
as an excuse for intervening in Latin
American countries. TIley went into
Panama, and all they found was 50
pounds of tortillas in Noriega's
refrigerator," .
"TIley arc trying to find addletion behind every bush, they like to
play on your anxieties about your
children,"
Drug Enforcement Administration agent Jay Minor described
nationwide and foreign efforts 10
stop the .flow .of drugs from Latin
American countries. He said amajor partof'Presidcnt Bush's "war on
drugs" is stopping drugs at their
source.
Minor outlined the various

KEY BANK OF IDAHO'
Now for your convenience
24 hour Drive-up
Handi Bank Teller

...

operations, including Operations
"Bolivar," "Calico," "Polar Cap"
and "Green Merchant."
"We arc concentrating on the
main dealers," said Minor. "There
is a need for more enforcement efforts.We need to have punishment
wlili teeth in it."
.
Minor said marijuana production in the United States is a growing concern of the DEA's.
. . "The U.S .. has seriously entered marijuana production," said
Minor. "Pot is 10 times more potent
than in the 196Os. It's more potent
than the Turkish hashish that was
.being imported then."
Glen Ford, an agent with the
Idaho Bureau of Narcotics, said the
two percent seizure rate of imported
drugs does not reflect Idaho's situation very well.
.
..
"At best, we are scratching
the surface," said Ford. "But we
don't have tho crack hOUSM,or the
gangs like they do in Southern California,"

"L don't believe ill the
crisis, arid. there is 110
empirical evidencefor it.
It's a fraud perpetrated
by people who hove
vested interests ill creating a hvsteria."
----..;...----Ford said the bottom line was
more enforcement, and that agcncics had to work together more
closely.
"We've joined forces with
both local police and national cfforts," said Ford.
Linda McLuskie, a drug prevcntion officer with the Boise
. School District, said many people
mistakingly sec her job as "part of

the temperance movement,"
She said education efforts of
the past failed, creating "well-informed users," She said the tragedy
was that teenagers who abuse alcohol could develop cirrhosis of the
liver in less than sixmonths, Efforts
at teaching problem-solving and
decision-making skills also failed,
"we just had well-informed users
who were able to make better decisions,"
.
McLuskie said that even valuesand self-esteem curricula didn't
work. "We had users with very higli"'
self-esteem who were making very
good decisions,"
McLuskie said the latest educational trend was 10 crack down on
nicotine, alcohol and marijuana usc,
calling them "the gateway drugs,"
"TIle new generation of prevcntion focuses on those drugs,"
said McLuskie. "We 'vcalso learned
that prevention isn't just the probIcm of the schools, we have to look
at the whole picture...··
'

The new decade.
will/oot good on you

1111 Broadway
334~7420
THE

KEY TO YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE

YOUNG WOMEN

Involved. Innovative. Professional. Member FDIC

Look for novelty styles. You'll see all kinds of patterned
bottoms ... printed fabrics in sheeting, jersey, denim and
more. A new silhouette emerging this season is the
sarong. Many old and new trends will prevail-from 60's
recultured to Southwestern and calypso.

YOUNG MEN

Get your name-brand lenses and save up to
65%! Just compare these prices:
per ens
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft

daily wear clear lenses ••••••...•...•..•••
extended wear clear lenses
visability tinted lenses ..••.•..•...•...•..•
fashion tinted lenses •.••.•...••••.•.•.....

.as low
1lS low
as low
IlS low

IlS $12.80
IlS $19.20
IlS $20.80
IlS $28.80

For young men, oversized brightly colored rayon
shirts make quite a hit, as do soft drapey pleated
trousers known as the Cavaricci. Washed neons and
neon accents are capturing the color scene. T-shirts
with bold graphics and bnqhtprlnts
are pairedwith
shorts from swim to knee knocker lengths.

Request your free catalog on discount name- brand lenses todayl
P.O. Box 1415 .
Grand Forks, ND 58206
Fax number: 1·701·772·7602
Or Call: 1·800·284-4354

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Graduate S~hool Senator
/'

1

.....

.

Sp~· Asst. Films House Manage~
.Mustbe a full time student.
Apply at the ASBSU Office,
SUB UBldg. or call 385·1440

When you are looking for fashion leaders and a quality
product, trust the. collection of famous makers at
Emporium. We stock the most wanted brands .. :Guess?,
Gotcha, Esprit, Levi's, Saturdays, Nike, Adidas, L.A. Gear, .
Cherokee, Bugle Soy, Ocean Pacific, Rockport, Michael
Gerald, Bon Homme and many others.

r- - -' f.·Urn.
- --5-MILE
....
- ...........
- - - "',
P.LAZA, BOISE; NORTHGATE, BOISE;

Vice Chair of Election Board
'1

FAMOUS BRANDS

I

I Ernpo .
KARCHER MALL, NAMPA
1
Bring this coupon and receive

1
1

:

:

$10·011

I· your next purchase of $30 or more. 1
1 'Cosmetics, fragrances. Swalch,~ gift certificates and prior purchases 1
- Ln~ln~d~

_

_

~UP~.~Ire.!.S~a~~h~

~~

Emporium
5·MILE PLAZA

NORTHGATE

KARCHER MALL

103620.varland,Boise
7000 North Slale SI., Boise Nampa
OpendaJly 1()'9; Sat1Q.6; Sun 11·5 Open daily 1().l!;,Sal 9-6: Sun "·5
Open daily 10·9; SallQ.6; Sun 12-5
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Broncos wlnflnal two regular season games
by Corky Hansen
The University News
The BSU women's basketball
team concluded regular season play
on an upbeat, scoring home victories over Eastcm Washington and
l'Nevada.
. TheBroncos'78-74comeoock
victory over Eastern Washington
gave them the third seed in the Big
Sky Tournament, set for Murch 910 in Missoula, Mont. Boise State
will battle the second-seeded Idaho
Vandals in the tournament's first
round, with the winner advancing
to Saturday's championship game
~against the winner of first-seeded
Montana andfourth-seeded Eastern Wushington .. Montana, considered the odds-on favorite to win the
tournament, enters with a 19-9ume
winning streak, and has sailed
through conference play. Idaho
Jjate is the only team to play the
Grizzlies within 10 points this season.
In the pivotal game against
Eastern Washington, the Broncos
missed their first nine field goal
attempts, allowing the Eagles to
jump out to a 15-1 lead,
Boise State began to crawl
slowly back into the game.although
largely without senior forward
Wendy Sullivan, who was charged
WiUIher third foul WiUIalmost 14
minutes left to play in the first half.
JenniferThornton, a senior post
player, sparked ~IBoise State mlly
midway through the first half with

two of her 13 points; The Broncos
then scored lhrccconseeutive three-point goals over a two-minute span
to draw to within three points, 2225, with 6:49 left in the half.
Freshman guard Lindsey Rico
gave the Broncos their first lead of
the game, 32-30, at the I:27 mark of
the first half with a jump shot. A
Rico basket atthe buzzer gave UIC
Broncos a 34-32 lead at the half.
Boise State enjoyed leads up to
nine points early in the seeond half
before the Baglcscamc roaring back.
Two converted free-throws by Eagle
guard Melinda Sargent put Eastern
Washington on top 56-55 with 8:39
to play. .
The Eagles led by four points
on two occasions - 61-57 at 7:01
and "63-59 at 6:04 - before BSU
regained Ule lead for good on a
Becky Sievers three-point goal, .
The Broncos. played their final
home game of'thc season in front of
more Ulan 3,400 fans Saturday night
against confereneedoonnat Nevada.
.
Afternsomcwhatsluggishstart,
Nikki Gamez opened BSU scoring
#22 Melinda Sargent of Eastem Washington trvs to get past BSU's
Nikki Gamez
with her first of five three-pointers
of the night,eulling the Nevada lead
6-3. Two minutes later, a Gamez
layup put Boise State in front for scored 12 of her 14 points in the Against Eastern Washington,
good.
second half, including eight points Gamel scored the first Boise State
After leading 32-25 at halftime, in the first 4:20.
basket with a three-point goal, and
Boise State dismantled Nevada in
"I felt pretty confident, and that kept the Broncos in the game with
thesecond half, outscoring the Wolf I had nothing to lose," said Thornton three I1rst-half treys.
.
Pack 49-21 in the final 20 minutes of her final game in front of a Boise
Gamez picked BSU up again
of play.
crowd. "I just went for it."
Saturday night against Nevada, hitJenniferThomton, who played
Nikki Gamel, ~mother of four ting 5-for- 7 from Ulree-point mnge
just five minutes in the first. half Boise Statc seniors, played the role and scoring 19 poinl~ against ~le
aftcr picking up two early fouls, of catylist i~ I.". T.l~ir~ ",,,(C wins. WolfPrl(

Boise State club baseball
loses first three games
by Corky Hansen
The University News
" - The BSU club baseball squad
kicked off its scason la~t weck with
contests against Northwest Na1.arene College and TrC<'lsureValley
Community College.
Boise State dropped the three
games, one to NNC 7-1, and both
ends of a double-header ut TVCC,
13-3 und 9-3.
~" The Crusuders jumped out to
an early lead with a nlll in the first
inning, and stretehed the lead to 6-

o in the sixth inning. Boise State's
. (one nlll cllmc in the boltom of Ule
ninth.
"We've got alot of talent on the
tC<'Ullthat hasn't come to life yet,"
said club president and coach Jay
Jones.
. Considering the c1ilb's efforL~
to prepare Memorial Stadium, Ule
opening losses come as no surprise.
. "We'd like to concentrate on
baseball now," said Jones. "We've
got so many other Ulings to think
about ... it takes a lot of mental
toughness (to play clubr buseball)."
.

Athl~tesof the Week

Tanoka Deurd: Freshman
(rom Ogden, Utah. Scored a
tOtal of 51 points and pulled
down 15 rebounds in sea~onending games against Northern Arizona and Weber State
last week. His 29-point effort
against WSC was the highest
output or any Bronco this

Season.

Nikki Gamez: Senior from
Grants Pass, Ore. Scored 33
points, had' six assi'SL~and five
steals in wins against Easlern
Washington and Nevada last
week. Shot 8-12 (67%) from
three-point mnge in Ule two

grunc..~.
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Corky

popson
by Corky Hansen
The University News

Dear Family,
School is great. Theweather's
nice (sometimes), and the snow is
melting away. Skiing isn't ~o great
any more, so you don't have to send
that $50 hal I asked for last weekbut you can if you want,
The men's basketball team lost
to WeOOrState, so they didn't make
it into the Big Sky Tournament. TIle
tournament is this week in the Pavilion, but I don't know if anyone
willgosincethero's.noonetocheer.
for.
Except for whoever's playing
Idaho.
Anyway, I suppose I ought to
bring. you up-to-date on the latest
news from the ASBSU Senate, I
know you're sick of hearing about
it, but it seems to be a big deal here
011 campus (at lcasuo some people,
anyway),
.
Remember lust semester when
I told you about the posters that
were taped to every wall of every
building on campus? I didn't ever
find out who those people were,
only ihat I was supposed to vote for
one.
And remember when I wrote
about the three studenL~ who tried to
reclill Ulree senators bcc.1uscoftJleir
l"'ote-unquote inconsistent voting'
,.:cords?
.
And wheil I told you aboUl the'
actual elections, and the guy who
wns disqualified for cmnpuign violations, but c1C<'Iredof llll charges a
week later? And when I wrotc about
Sky Championship record time
the actual elections, and how alof 24.20. Rainwater also set a
by Corky Hansen
most no one voted llnyway'l
meet record WiUIa time of 7.01
The Unlver~ty News
And whell I told you about the
in Ule 55-meter dush.
senators who accused other senaBoise State concluded iL~
ChristincJohnson, who also
tors of sleeping around? Yeall, I
indoor track and field season . plays volleyball for Boise St.1te,
know; it sounds like a cheap soap
by competing in the Big Sky
finished second in the high jump
opera on television, only one tJmt
Championships in Flagstaff,
behind NAU's Debbie Orr,
nOQody really wutches.
Ariz.
jumping to a hcightof 5-10 1fl..
Anywlly, I gUl'.~sthey'fC al it
Bronco women finished a
The Boise State.men placed
. aguin .•. it must must be the weather
distant second behind Norththird as a team with 84 points,
or someUling.
,
ern Arizona University, which
behind Northern Arizona's 129
. TIlis time tJle senators have put
dominated the meet with 161 points and 1duho's 92 points.
their heads together rind decided
team poinL~. Following Boise
Montana State totalled 74 points
tllat Pat Reilly,you know tJle stu. State (64) was Weber State
in the meet to capture fourth
dent body president, has to go. No,
College with 42.33 points, and .place.
the University ofldaho WiUI39
it isn't Ule Pat Reiliy Who couches
. Senior Eugene Greene con-.
points.
UlC Los Angeles Lakers-:;-that's .
tinuctl his prowess in the long
what I thought at first, 100; I didn't
Senior Stachiu Neeley
jump ami triple jump events by
sec how Ule coach of the Lukers
qualified for the NCAA Chillnestablishing a mect record in Ule
pionships with a long jump of triple jump, covering a distance
could have the time'to be BSU's
20-4 1/4; which eclipsed the of 54-5 1/4. Greene placed secstudent body presidentunywayBig Sky Championships rec- . tind to Northern Arizona's Glenn . but they're notUle sume person. .
ord of 19·10 Ifl., fonnerly held
From what I can gather, some
Carroll in Ule long jump, markby MontlUla State's Jane Buntin
guy named Steve Mrutinez was a
ing 25-10 3/4. Carroll jumped
(1983). NeeleY~llso finished
part of the judiciary, but Reilly
26-71/4.
.
fifth in the 400-meter run with
wouldn't pay him. I don't know
Burlington Moss finished
a time of 56.73.
why, but I heard ithas something to
second to Greene in the triple
Another senior funner,
do with late registration.
jump, with a mark of 51-7 1/4,
Christine Olen, finished an exBut· wuit, while writing this
fourth place in the long jump
tremelycloseseeondinthe80Q.
letter I've lcamcd that there isn't
with a mark of 23-11 3/4.
meter rull to Nikki Toms of
going to be an impeachment hearSentar Clifford Dillard
ing aftcr all··we whole things been
NorUlemArizona.Olen's.time
placed second in the high jump
of2:13.79 was just .54 away
droppcd for some reason oranoUICf.
with u final height of 1.1/4.
from Toms' winning time of
Martinez is still on UICjudiciary,
Junior
sprinter
Eddie
2:13.25. JuniorsllUldoutKathy
and he'll be pulling in his paycheck,
McElroy won the 55-meter
Karpel finished dew seconds
too.
hurdles, covering the distanee in
later in fourth place with a time
I don't know why the whole
7.52 scconds, and teammate
of2:15.49.
thing ha~ been 'called off; maybe
freshman Jake Miller finished in
In the 200·meter
run,
tJley found a better way to spend
fifth with 11 time of7.7I. .
UlCirtimc.
Bronco runners Shernl Brown
Sophomores Dowen Raynor
and Stuchia Neeley finished
I better quit this letter before
and Scan Sanders finished third
Ulird and fourth, respectively,
the senators find something else to .
and fourth. in Ule 400 meters,
bchindJoyceRainwaterofEastsquabble about, \>Utdon't worry.....,
with times of 47.66 and 47.79,
I'll keep you posted.
respectively.
If you care, that is.

Bronco track teams take
second and third at meet

t ...:,.B
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by Matt Fritsch
The University News

HoUof Fame Inductees

by Lily Looney
The University News
Five former Boise SUIte football greats were tho focus of the
university's eighth Annual Hall of
Fume Banquet Jan, 19.
The Boise Suite University Athletic Hull of Fume was
founded to honor persons who have
made outstanding contributions to
Boise State athletics, and its purpose is to perpetuate the memory of
those who have bronghtdistinction,
honor and excellence to Boise SUIte
University in athletics.
An outstanding defensive
tackle, Michel Bourgeau (19801983) received first team All-Big
Sky Conference honors. All-American honors, and was a member of
BSU's 1980NCAADivision l-AA
National Championship team. He
finished his career with 182 total
tackles,
. MikeHolton(1973-76)wllSone
of the top wide receivers to piny for
the Broncos, three times received
first team All-Big Sky conference
honors, and also received AIIAmerican honors. Holton established Boise State records for most
yards receiving in a game, nod most
touchdowns receiving in a season.
He finished his career with 139 pass
receptions for 2,354 yards and 21
touchdowns.
Holton is one of. only four
Broncos to gain over 1,000 yards

receiving in a single season.
One of the Bronco's former
junior college greats, Mike Miklancic (1953-54) played under the
thumb offonner BSU head football
coach and athletic director Lyle
Smith. An AII-Confcrence fullback,
Miklancic helped power thc Broncos to consecutive Intermountain
Collegiate Athletic conference
Championships in 1953andinI954.
John Rade (1981-82) was one
of the top linebackers to play at
Boise SUIte. Radc joined the Broncos after an outstanding career at
Modesto Junior College, Modesto,
Calil., and was twice named to the
first team All-Big Sky Conference
Team. Followinghisseniorseason
at BSU, Radc was named "the
league's Defensive Player of the
Year and received first team AIIAmerican honors.
In 1982, the curtain.closed on
John Radc's collegiate career. but
not before he amassed 171 total
tackles.
Randy Trautman (1978-81) is
often considered the most honored
football player in Boise SUItefootball history. As a walk-on dcfcnsive tackle, Trautman in the only
Bronco football player to receive
four first team All-American
awards. Following his junior and
senior seasons, Trautman was seIcc ted to several All-American
squads. Trautman finished his career with 266 total tackles.

For the first time this year the
Boise Slate Broncos were in a position to secure a victory on the road
the way they wanted. With 47 seconds left in a tied game with Weber
State; the Broncos were set to upset
the Wildcats and capture the flnal
berth of the Big Sky Coors Light
Tournament. Instead, they were
dealt a heavy dose of their own
medicine. Wcbcr Stnte shut down
the Bronco offense, forcing an
ovcrtime. The result was a 77-74
defeat.
.
BSU's Tanoka Beard 'led his
team with acareer high 29 points
and rebounds in front of a Weber
State hometown crowd of family
and friends. Brian King added 25
points, eight of which came in the
extra period.
The Broncos end the year with
an overa1L12"15 record and a 7-9
BigSkyrecord,givingcoachBobby
Dye only his second losing season
in his seven years as head coach for
the Broncos.
Thursday night marked the last
home game of the year for BSU.
The Broncos dominated Northern
Arizona 67-39, marked by a stellar
defensive effort. NAU commited
20 turnovers and shot u paltry 31
percent from the field. Seven of the
turnovers came on seven steals by
the Broncos.
"Coach (Rod) Jensen prepared
us so well for the game all we had to
do was standIn the right position
and good things would happen,"
said senior Brian King following
the game.
.
Coach Dye had achance to use
some younger players as a result of
the blowout. "Dan Evans can be a
factor on this team," he said. He
also said that the coaching staff got
a good look at walk-on Lance
Vaughn and was impressed with his
play.

-Brin~glnthiscOupon andrent8nyTwo smigel" enefrea-
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VIDEO PROJECTIONS
344-6237
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#50 lanoka Beard puts one through the hoop

111egame was played before a his .years at BSU. "Whether we
season-htgh crowd of 10,267, giv- were winning or getting blown out
ing the Broncos a needed boost, by30,thecrowdswerealwllysthcrc.'
,
Brian King said the crowds arc the That's -what made Boise State so
memory he will always cherish from special."
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(BUY, Sell, Trade
Golf Equipment

~.l\.. m;tips
ON THE GROVE
801 Main- 342·8747

Pitchers
,of Budweiser
&
Coors Light
$3,50

1033 BROADWAY

Mon.-Fri.
Saturday 10-7
10-5
Sunday 12-5

:b
C?J'£)

385.•0440

BUSTERS
~AII you can eat= ~.

BSQ Ribs
(tIY

o
.1' t) II", ~)ld4

n,,,,,", 1,1"1,,, 11.1/(ll

(1I0')J"'·'300

Good March B. 9. & 10th \Nith coupon only

,

$6.95.

Every Thursday Night
1326 Broadway

345-5688
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'p I~youarepun:h~ng.

United Airline Udi:et and COlIIpletlng
travel ~orc April 161 can saYcyoo S50-S100 on yourtieket.
Phone evenings, 888-9163.'

GET READY FOR THE HOT WEATHER!
window air conditioner. must sell. Call 383·9686.

Powerful

1982 Great Lakes mobile home, 14' X 70', Two bedrooms,
two bath. New carpet, blinds, drapes and porch. Excellent
condition IAssumable loan. Buy cheaper th1ut rent! Call 378:
8366. Leave message.

Free Mon~y,_.--American Public Works'
Assoclallon SCholarship-Rocky MounlalnChapler

3/31/90

$1,000

Chapler AU of the PeoSlslerhood

3/31/90

Nolglven

National Federation for the Blind
SCholarshIp

3/31/90 .

-1

Gelling married? Beautiful 114 earat plus four points wedding set. Appraised at S900-will sell for $450 or best offer.
Call 3~8.8366. Leave message. .
Interested In buying wooden car speaker boxes that OJ 6 X
9 speakers. Contact Ron at 342-4230. Leave message.
Roommate wanted; male or female nen-smoker, $125 plus
112utilities; house close to BSU. No pine tar allowed. Call 3433320. Leave message. .
/0...... WIN A HAWAIIAN

VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DA YS III Fundraiser
with minimal commitment; can raise S 1,400 with lUO investment. For all campus organizations, clubs, fraternities and
sororities. Call OCMC at 1·800·932·0528 or 1·800·950·8472,
c~t.IO.

$2.00010

$10.000

Offered 10 blind persons pursuing fulHlmu;
'postgraduate
secondary training or study.
Based
on
academic
excellence,
community service and financial need.

!~'::"motion on the scholarships listed above is provided by the BSUFinancial Aid ottice and ere printed.here
os a service to students. For moro information on theso and other rmcnclo! ald. contact tho Financial Aid
ottlco, Administration Building. Room 117,
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!sit true ... Jeeps for $44lhrough trie Government? Call for
facts at 1-708-742-1142, ext, 9445-A.
New donors earn $30 donating life saving plasma. Present
this ad and you will be paid S 15 following your initial donation;
donate a second time the same calendar week and you will be .
paid another SIS. American Plasma Systems, 1021 Broadway
Ave., open Tucs., Wcds., Fri., Sat. 9 a.rn. to 5 p.m. Call 338·
0613.
NANNIK'wr As the faslest growing agency In the Easl,.we
offer immediate placement in the New York, New 'Jersey,
Connecticut areas. Our agency's "plus" is that you personally
meet with ourparcnts and children before you accept a position .
.:>, Certified training classes offered. Great benefits-paidvacalion, heahh insurance, and more. Over 250 nannies placed
yearly. Yearly employment.only. Call Nannies Plus at 1·800·
752·0078.
RESORT HOTEI,S, SUMMER CAMPS. CRUISELlNF,S
AND AMUSEMENT I'ARKS, Now accepting applicetio.u for
summer jobs and carccrpositions. For free information package
and application; call National Collegiate Recreation Services
on llihon lIead Island, South Carolina at 1·800·526·0396. (9
a.m. to 5 p.rn. EST., M·F)
ATI'ENTION:
EARN MONEY TYPING A.T HOME!
32,ooo/yr income potential. Details, 1-602-838·8885, Ext. T5924.
Waitress/Short
order cook needed. Tlmberlanes,
4860
Emerald, Boise, Must be 19+ years old. S4/hr. start. Apply in
person please.
.
ALASKA NOW HIRING. LoggIng, const., fishing, nurses,
teachers, etc. Up to $7,000/100. CALL NOWI 206.748-7544,

E~t. A·253,
$$I1UNDREDS WEEKLY$$ (PII) Completing MIl' Re·
fund Policie s, U.S. Government program. Call 1·713.292.
9131, 24;hour recorded message. Please have pen ready.
STOP! IMMEDIATELY HIRING!!! Huge AlrcranJAero.
space manufacturing companies in California need workers
immediately! All levels, top wages, on the job training, no lay. offs. For free reports, write to: WESCOGA, 2682 Imperial
~. IIwy. Suite 368, Inglewood, CA. 903.03.
. •
A'eullan Dragon Flsheries Is hIring processors for land plant
in Alaska. Three-four month contracts. Contact Student Employment for applications.
EXCELLENT WAGK'i FOR SPARE TIME ASSEMIILY,
Easy work at home. Exceptional pay. No experience needed.'
Call 1·601·388-8242, Ext. 1301. Open 24 hours, including
Sunday.
.
.
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.Summer jobs available for sophomore and junior geology or

engineering students as Idaho Dept. of Walcr Resources Field
Examiners. Agricultural background desirable. Contact student
employment, RIO. A-124.
ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY READINGIIOOKS!
$32,ooo/yr. income potential. Details, 1-602-838·8885, Ext.
Bk.5924.
.
ATTENTION-IIlRING!
Government jobs-:-your
$17,840 - S69 ,485. ~11 1-602.838·8885, Ext. R5924.

area,

't 'ATTENTION:.:ASY

WORK, EXCELLENT PAY! As.
semble products al home. Details, 1-602·838-8885, Ext. W.
5924.

ATTEr:ITION: IIlRING! CRUISE smr, CASINO, HO.
TELJOBSI FREE 1RAVEL BENEFITSI Dclails, 1-602-838.
838-8885, Ext. Y-5924.
•
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY WATCHING TV! $32,0001
yr. income potential. Details, 1·602.838·8885, Ext. TV-5924.
CRUISESIIlf>S NOW HIRING for spring, Chrlstinas and
,.;~. nexl summer break •. Man)' posilions. Call 1.~05-682-7555,
ext. S-1163 (call seven days a week).
VISA OR MASfERCARD!
Even trbankrupl orbad credIt!
We guarantee you a card or double your money back. Calli.
805-682-7555 ext. M-1289 (call seven days a week).
REPOSSF.ss.:D
VA & HUD HOMF,S available from gov.
emment from SI without credit check. You repair. Also tax
delinquent for enclosures CALL 1-805-682-7555 Ext. 11·2151
for repo list your area (call seven days a week).
SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4-wheelers, TVs, stereos, furniture,
compulers by DEA, FBI, IRS, and US cuatom •. Available your
area now. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ex!. C-1767 (caI!.even daya a
week).
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